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ABSTRACT

.,
"

Ashugal\i.l3akhrabad-Dcnll'a pipelinc is operated by Gas 1'ransmission Company Limitcd
(CTCl.) and it carries almosl 40% ol'lhe nalural gas li'om l\onn Easlern pan [0 ~e1Ural
regioll i.e. Dhaka region of Bangladesh. The pipeline lcngth is 130 km and diameter
varies from 30 inches to 20 inches. l'rom operation~l point ofvievv" it is very impol1ant to
study tnc !lOV'!behavior and pressure profile ~s it supply ga> to muny im)lor[a11l
install~tions like power )llant~, t"rtili~er lactor)' and olher Lndustries. MultLpnase flow
\'ariable~ are key parameters for studying thc tlo\v p~tlern in terms of 'l\vo-Phase !low.
Sdorc studying the t\\'O phase flow in tni, pipeline, mea.,uremenl ,,[condensate I'm each
n"" mte, at dLikrcl1llocmions are important.

The ohjective or tills work is to invcstignte multiph~se flow in Ahug,mj-Baknrabad-
Demra(A13I.l)pipeline with the dala provided by GTCL. ln tnis thcsis, tncorctienl Qmount
of wndelNlte gencrated WlIScalculated by the Fla,h and Heal Balance melhod by
a,suming that g~s compo,ilions were not changed significantly ovcr a pcriod of time.
Thcll the prcdicted condensate values were ~ompared with the measured values givcn by
thc G'ICL "nd found Flash method calculated thc volume of conden,ate with 25% errol'.
A trend analy,i, was dOLleand found that flash correlation predicls the mea,ured trel1u
hetter th~n othcr correlation Then measlLL'edcondensate valucs collccted from GTCL
were uscd to calc\ll,lte the Tw()-Pha~e now parameters. Herc I'aitcl and Duckier stlatined
equilibrium model 1,)[ hotizontal and ne~t hori70nwl pipe.' wa, used. Flow pa[terlLs tor
dilTerent pipe segments were evaluated On the basis of Taitcl and Duckier model
~tratified Fl"", pallem was tound in every .,ectioll orth~ pipe. Altcr c,wbti,hing the flow
p8ttern. S\litable rr~\slLL'eprcdicting correlation,> \\'ere identilied lor Two Phase and
Singlc ph~'e 110wfrom the ILtcmture.

Pressure calculation by various methods (Marching Algorithm, Weymoulh, Panhandle A,
Pal1handIe 13and by Fekete So1\ware) \vCl"Cdone for each 8egmellts. Comparisoll betwcen
cakubted pres,>ureand mcnsured pressure data gave a elear idca about Bpplicatioll of the
correlations and limiting f,lelor,. Errm analysis was done fol' different correlation to I-Lnd
a suitable correlalion for a segment of the pipe, No s;ngle con-elatioll founcl best for the
cnter length llf th~ pi1'£. Panhand Ie 13"'QSfound the he~l p£rrorm ing prcssure correlati on,
for Segment-\. Segment-:' "here absolute average error value, for all th£ correlations
\\'ere les' than 5%.
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- CilAPTER 1~- E :;rc.1O:7'.d.Q..1. ~I)
INTRODUCTION ~ '5f",.l-7..d ..'.1.0 ;J

~'~m.&
'j ransporting natural gas through pipeline i~the easiest mean~ to transfer it from one location

to further distant locations. Pipelines carrying natura! ga<; lL~llallyburied underground and

operate llndcr higher pressl1Te.Other means of transporting natural gas arc liquefied form that

is known a, LNG (Liquefied Natural Gas) and hydrate fonn where gas is <I11owedto mix with

water to foml hydrate. I-Iydra(~ form is still \IJ1der expcrirnentll! stage. LNG and Hydrate

requires huge capital investment and moderate operating cosLIn contrary, gas pipeline needs

huge initial CDsl but operating COSlis very low.

Since natural gas field "a" discovered in 1962, at first natural gm; was used in Chattak

Cement Factory by tnln~porting it thrllugh pipeline. Later on it ,vas u<;cdin power generation

und ierlilizer pr{)dClction. In recent years it is \l&ed in industrie,>, dOlnestic households and

transport secwr. Bangladesh already has an established pipeline network and Ashuganj-

Bakhrabad-Demra (ABO) pipeline is the part of main trunk line, which operates at 1000 psig

pressure, J( mainly transports gus hom n{)rthea~tern part 01' Bangladesh to centwl and

sourheaslern part of Bangladesh. At I3rumnbmia, this line divides into m'{) part<,. One purt

goe~ 10 southeastern part i.e Comilla and Chittagong und uther part g{)CSto central part i.e.

Dhaka, Gazipur and Narayanganj area. Total length of the ABO pipeline is almost 130 km

und diameter varies from 30 to 20 inches. Most of the indu~tries, po\-\'er plant lind fertilizer

factory depend on this Jin~.Any operation prohlems in this pipeline will severely affect the

po,ver s~dor and th~ industrie'>.

When {)pcraring parameters i.e. flo\-\'mte, pressure lind temperature changes or any {)perating

condition change in the processing plants, liqClidsepamte {)ut !Tom the gas stream because {)r

mulli- component nature of natural ga, and its associated phase behavior. The separated out

liquid might accumulate in the pipeline or curry ovcr by the gas stream. Tr the accumulated

liquid amount gelS higher, multiphase fl{)w might occur in the pipeline or seeli{)n {)r Ihe

pipeline. This significanl liquid volume flowing 8imultaneoLlsly ,vith gas contribute8 10 the

{)verull pres~Clre l{)ss in pipelines. In such situations, the single- phase equations are

inapplicable for design of a pipeline and prediction of pressure losses, Two-phase flow in

pipes generally causes a significanlly higher.pre~sure drop than the equivalent ~ing1e_phase

flo,v, even thongh the totul mass fl{)w rates are the same. Gas Transmissi{)n Company

,



Limited (GTCL) sometime having complains about excessive condensate ill pipelille gas

from her bulk ~u~tomers like power plams, fertililer 'factories and other industries, which

cause them to shutdov>'t1the plants. These require a eomplcte understanding of the multiphase

flow behavior in pipeline and detail ,tudy about multiphase flow parameters, flow regimes

and pressure profiles for a pipeline or segments of the pipe.

1.1 Objectives:

rhe objectives of the smdy are as follows:

a. Build sound kno\\.ledge about two phase Ilow parameters and different types of flow.

b. Idemify po,sihle condensate build-l1p and calculate build-up rate in ABO pipeline.

c. Investigate the effect of condensate in ga, !low in terms of t\VO phase J10w

relationsbip~ and validate the two phase flow correlations.

d. Investigate the effect of pressure loss calculation by two phase and single phase

correlalions.

1.2 Mcthodulogy:

Daily produclion data of the different gas [lelds and average input to the Ashuganj Metering

Station (AGMS) data were collected lmm the G1CL. This daily report conl<iins the operatioll

variable, like preSSlIIT,temper-IlliTe and gas flow rates. As natural gas is multi-component in

nature. one chromatographic test was done at Demra outlet point in the Petro1elIm and

Mineral Resource Engineering (PMRE) laboratory. If lhere is any condensate separation-

taking place, thi~ will have seen in the difference of heavier components in chromatographic

re~ults. Condensate production data were collected from Titas Gas Trnnsm;ssion and

Distribution Company Limikd (T01DCI.). From nash calculation theoretical value of

condensate was calculated and ~ompared ""ith the measured data. As the amount of

condensate wa~ determined, evaluating Two-Phase flow parameters checked its dislribution

in gas phase _ flo"" regime. II"the flow regime suggests two-phase flow then "The Marching

AlgOlithm" calculated pressure drop of the pipeline. The singlc-phase equation, like

Weymouth. Panhandle A and Panhandle B also calculate pressure drop. If temperature data

are available along the pipeline, a heat balance melhod could be a good check fOTcondensate

calculations_ Later on a statistical analY8i~ was carried out to find the best correlation for

pressure drop and ~ondensate calculation.

,
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A~huganJ-Bakhrabad-Dclma (ABD) line was divided into 3 (three) segments for calculation

purposes. Table 1.1 gives them helow,

Table 1.1: Descriptio" of ABO line.

No. of the Name of the sC!:illcnt Transmission Operating Length, Diameter,

segment Capacit)" Maximum km inch

MMSCFD Pressure,

Psig

1 Ashuganj Gas Metering 330 1000 40 30
Station (i\GMS) to Bangura

junction
2 Bangurajullctioll to 425 lOOO 18.5 30

Bakhrabad
3 Bakhrabad to Demra 250 400 68.72 20

From the above table, it is clear that; transmitted amount of gas exceeds the transmission

capacity of the first two (2) segment>, where transmitted amount of gas becomes one-eighth

of the available capll~ilyof gas in segment 3.

On the next page, Figure 1.1 shows the schematic view "I' the ADD pipeline, where rnf!jor

input and output were ~hown only. Pipeline was assumed straight line aJ1d undulation or

pipeline was ignored,
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Fig 1.1: The Schematic Diagram of Ashuganj Bakhrabad and Dernra pipeline.
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CHAPTER 2

UTERA TliRE REVIEW

The two-phase now occurs in a pipe when two phases flow thorough the pipc and the phases

tend to separate because of their difference in density and visc("i!y. Shear stresses at the pipe

\vall would he different I'or each phase. Expansion of highly compressible gas phase occurs as

it travels a long distance pipeline with decreasing pressure. As a result gas and liquid phases

do not tn!Vel at the same speed; less vi,eous gas pha.>e tends to move faster than liquid phase

causing a phenomenon knovl'll as slippage.

The basis for fluid flow calculations in pipes is conservation of mass, momentum and energy.

Application of these principles allows the calculation of changes in pressure and temperature

with distance. The hydrodynamic behavior of two-phase systems is radically ,Mferent from

that of single-phase systems. Perhaps the most distinguishing aspect of multiphase flow b the

variation in the physical distribution of the phases in the flow conduit, a eharacterislie known

as flow pattern or now regime. During multiphase !Jaw through pipes, the 1101'1pattern that

exists depends on the relative magnitude of the forces that act on the Iluids. Buoyancy,

turbulence, inertia, and surface tension forces vary significantly with flow rates, pipe

diameter, inclination angle, and fluid properties of the phases. Thus two-phase system nol

only exhibit representative true pressure loss, but also are subjected to mass-generation-

induced force~ and inter phase forces, all of which are completely absent in single-phase

systems. Other system variables needed to define a two-phase system are liquid holdup,

pha,>evelocity, phase thermo physical properties, and the relative spatial distribution of the

pha~e<,kno"vll as flow regime. [I]

Several different flow patterns may cxis! in a long pipeline if tllere arc large pressure and

temperature changes. E'>pceially important parameter in two-phase flow is the variation in

pressure gradient with flow pattern. BefOl'e calculating the flow pattern, one ,hould know

ho\'" much liqllid is producing in the pipeline with specifiC condition or change in operation

variables. Once the mas~ generation of liquid is known, i! would be readily easier to analyL£

two-pha,e flow correlations. In the later sections, essential fluid parameters are discussed in

details.

,



2.1 Equilibrium Constant:

For a multi-component system, ~ueh as petro1cum fluids, the composition, pressure, and

tempcrature uniquely define the system phase b~havior. The equilibri\llll constant, Ki, of a

component i i~delincd as the rario of the mole fraction of the component in the gas phase, y"

to th~ mo1c fraction of th~ ~amc component in the liquid phase, Xi and expressed

mathematically as follows:

(2.1)

For idealsoluti()n~ at low pressures (typically below 75 p~ia), an ideal equilibrium constant

can be derived hy combining Raoult's law and Dalt()n'~ law. This can be expressed

mathematically for a fixed temperature as

K=~~~, ~,;
Where Py,= vapor pressure of component i, psia, and P = tolal system pressure, psia,

(2.2)

The vapor pressure of any pure hydrocarbon i~ a unique function of temperature. Eq. 2.2

assumes the liquid phase behaves as an ideal solution following Dalton'~ law. for a T~al

solution like hydrocarbon mixture, the equilibrium eOllstants are not omy functiolls of

pressure "nd temper"ture but also of the composition of the hydrocarbon phases and

assumptions used in deriving the Eq. 2.2 become unrealistic. A hydrocarbon! liquid mixturc

at any point in the pipc is in equilibrium with a vapor mixture at the local pressure and

tempewture, Thus th~ equilibrium constant or K value depend on all th~se parameters.

K=r(p,T,Z.) (2.3)

Wh~re Z, is the i phase composition.

These equilibrium constants depend on the fugacity of the caeh component in the caeh of the

phases. Equal fnga.city of a component in each phase implies zero net mass transfer of that

component between the pll<i~e",resulting themlOJynamic equilibrium of the pha~es. Thus at

thermodynamic equilibrium, fugacity of every components in each phase are equal.

(2.4)

Where, f is the fugacity, v = vapor and L ~ liquid phase. From the ddinition of the fugacity,

fugacity has a unit of pr~s~ure. Iutroducing vapor pressure to represent the escaping tendency

of mokculcs from one phase into the other can modify fugacity. Fugacity eoellieient, the



ratio of fugacity to system pressure, of a mixtllTc is thcrmodynamically vaporl liquid

cquilibrirun. The equilibrium constant can bc found with

(2.5)

The Equation or State (EGS) dcfines the fugacity coefficicnts for each comp<lllent in each

pha~e.

2.2 Flash Calcnlations:

Thc multi-component flash of a liquid lilay be visualized as a simple distillation proce~~ using

a single equilihnum stage. Flash ca1eulations are base<.!on simple overall and componcnt

molBI balance. Bm multi component flash calculation is vcry different and morc complex

than the flash evaporation of single-component liquid because of its overall convergcnce

criterion in detennining the equilibrium constant. For a multi-component liql1id, calculating

the amounts of !lashed vapor and ft'sidual liquid in equilibrium at a given temperature and

pre~~ure rcquires a tnal-and-error iterative solution techniques. Such a calculation i~

commonly referred to as equilibr;l1m flash calculation. It involves solving the Rachjord-Rice

equation:

(2.6)

Where:

• z, is the mole fraction of component j in the feed liquid (assumed to be known);

• fJ is the fraction 0 r fccd that i~ vaporized, VIF;

• K, is the equilibrium con~tant of component i.

The equilibrium constants K, arc in general functions of many parameters, though the

most important is argllllbly tenlperaturc; they arc defined as:

\\'here:

• x, is the mole fraction of componeut j in liquid phase;

,



• y, is the mole fi:action of component i in gas phase.

Once the Rachford-Rice equation has been solved for /3, the compositions x, and y, can be

immediately calculated as'

."1":, =
1 +P(J(, - 1)

y, = J(i Xi.

The equilibrium flash of multi-component liquids is very widely used in petroleum refineries,

petrochemical and chemical plants and nalllTal gas processing plants, Flash calculation

resulted in the molar distribution of a component in each phuses Ill. Detailed calculation was

given in the Appendix A. A.2.

2.3 Condensate Calculation by I1eat Balance Method.

In ternl.' of energy balance, transfer of energy takes place in the system [rom gaseous to

liqLlidphase-tbrough liquid as a welling phase at the pipe wall to surroundings or vice versa.

Transfer of energy occurs in the form of heat excbange or or acceleration. In gas pipeline

energy transfer is considered in the foml of heat. Gas pipelines are generally buried

underground and wrapped with thick poly vinyl chloride (PVC) tape, which does nol give

total insulation to the pipe, During the Ilow of gas in the pipeline, frictional los~ causes

pressure drop <.Iueto roughness of the pipe and of the gas-liquid intt-'Tiacc. Though gas

viscosily is low but for a long pipe section, pressllTCdrop tenn is quiet ~ignil'icant resulting

changes in physical properties. As the pressure drops, temperalurc also drop~ which cau,e~

heavier gas molecules to conden<;c. As the gas is tnlll';terred through a long pipeline,

percentagc of condcnsable molccules gets leaner if thcy present significantly in the gas

stream. Chromatographic analysis 01'gas sample, at two points of the pipeline supports this

and showed a noticeable change of molar percentagc for the component above Butanc (C4+).

As the pipeline is not tolally insulated and representative tcmperaturc of the pipeline is

difficult to get. Moreover pipcline Joes not have the provision to measure the temperature

locally; it is convenient to u~e theoretical temperatllre for condensate calculation. Amo\lllt of

condensate (molar now rate) was also calculated with the help of the eq\llition,

"



Q-L: nH= n ICp t!. T

Where,

Q= Heat ofConden~ation, n = number ofmole~, H= Heat of Condensation, CI'= Specific

Heat at Constant Pressure fll.

2.4 Flow Pattern Calculation:

When amount of condensate is calculated, it is essential 10 study the effect of condensate in

terms of two-phase flow. In two-phase flow, liquid hold up and flow puttern arc the most

important parameters, Flow pattern shows the distribution of the pha~es in the system. Many

empili~al correlations have been developed to predict flow pattern considering physical

properties, geometrical variables and operalional parameter~. All design variables like liquid

holdup, pressure gradient. heat und mass trnnsfer coelTieient, residence lime distribution etc.

strongly depend on flow pattern. Most simpli,lie unified flow pattern approa~h proposed by

Shohum (19H2) was followed. [n early time, liquid hold up is calculated by the considering

no slippagc between pha<;es. The no slip approach did not rceognize t"o phases rather than

consider two phases a single homogeneous phase. Latcr on introducing the superficial

velo~i(ies recognizes thc ~Jippage introduced in (he hold up calculation and relative plruse

velo~ity. Among all thc correlations, the Taitel and Dukler III model is more applicable for

steady state, fully developed Ne\\10nian flow in horizontal and slightly inelincd pipes,

namely ,JoIO".1ransient, entrance and cxit effects can cause deviation from the prediction.

Flow pattern prediction calculation was given in Appendix A, A.3.

2.5 Pressure ClI[culati(m:

Pressure calculation for single-phase flow is based on the conservation of the ma~s and

momcntum. Similar concept is u,ed to calculate the hvo-phase pres~ure drop considering ~]ip

velocity of the phases. As two phases arc involved, the pre~sure calculation> are more

complicated than single phase one. Liquid hold up term and flow pattem~ arc frequently used

to predict the pressure drop a; correctly as one could. In early days, nllmerous flow patterns

were used considering the no slip and slip_ Now an acceptable set of flow pattern maps are

used which has been developed for vertical, horizontal and UP\~ard and downward inclination

angles. For horizontlll pipe Ducklcr ct a!., Beggs and Brill and Taite! and DuckIer models lire

extcnsively used. In this tlle"is, Taitel and DuckIer model is used (0 predict the flow pattern

9



boundary and pressure gradient. Pipeline is divided into several segments and Marching

Algorilhm [JJ lechnique is l1sed rOTprc~surc drop calculatiou. In two-phase flow where slip

velocity does not occur i.e. stralilled flow any siuglc phase models like Weymouth,

Panh'lndle A, P'lnhandle B etc. can be used to calculate the pressure gradienJ 141.In two-phase

flow, equations become complex and numeric'll 'lnalysis Jeehniques like Iteration! Marching

Algorithm is useful. In commercial ~oftware like l,'ekete, P'lnhandle - B is used for pressure

calculations.

Table 2.5.1: AssuIDption~ of Various Pressure Equations.

No. of
Pressure Equations

I

2

4

Name of
Pre~sure Equations
Marching
Algorithm/Iteration

WeymoL1lh

P'lnhandle A

Panhandle B

Assumptions

a. Two-phase liquid flow with
compressible gas phase under
isotheml'll conditions,

b. Total pipeline was divided into 20
(twenty) segments.

a. No mechanical work.

b. Isothermal Steady -State flow.

e. Constant Gas Compressibility
Factor.

d. No undulation.

e. Negligible kinetic energy change.

f. Fully turbulent flow in pipe \'vith
diameters around NPS 36,

a. Pipe diameter from NPS 6 to NPS
24.

b. Reynolds number b'Teater than
300.000 with partially turbulent
flow.

Long pipeline~ with diameter
greater than NPS 24,



No. of
Pressure Equations

Name of
Pressure Equations

Assumptions

5 Fekete Software
( Piper)

a. Single phase
Panhandle B
equation.

flow using
as govemillg

WC)'mouth Equation;

b, As necessary data for Sonargaon
and Goj<lria take-off points were
absent, nnw rate and pressure at
these points were merged with
Dewanbag take-off point.

Here, q" in MSCFD.

Panhandle A Equation:

T p' p' I "13>L
q,,~32.6491(~)I07gS1( , - , )05J94(_)~,,(,(l6 d _

I' Z 7ft 00 ..,,,
" "" Yg fig

Panhandle B Equation:

More on preswre calculation and basie as~umptions are given in Appendix 11.,A.4.

2.6 Statistical Analrses:

4.ny correlation that is pre~cnted in lhi~ study should be checked statistically in order to

obtain a quantilativc measurement aboulthe aecuracy of the predidion. Some basic statistical

parameters Llsedfor correlation perfomlance evaluation are average percentage rdative error



(APRE), average ab,oiuk percentage relative error (AAPRE) and standard error of estimate

(SEE).

Average Percentage Relative Error (APRE);

AT'RF is a measure of the relative deviation of the predicted values from the experimentll

values in the percentage. The equation is given as follows,

APR!': = (~)x L [,typrocl - '{ or,> ):t100l]
~ .•••,'0'

The ,maller the error is the more evenly di,tribmed the positive and negative differences

between predicted und experimental val Lies.

Average Ab,olute Percentage Relative Error (AAPRE):

AAPRE i, the abs<)lute measure of the relative deviation of the predicted values from the

experimental val Liesin the per~entagc. The equation is given as follows,

Standard Error of Estimate (SEE):

SEE is the square rool of the mean square error, which i~ the varian~e of the true residuals. 11

is e~prcssed as

SEE = {i ~ (~-:.-1)x lL: (Y pred - Y cxp) 2] Y,

Where,

V= number of independent variables

n = llLlmberof data point>

n"v-I = degree offreedom in multiple regression

(Y pred _ Yexp) = true n;:siduai

A small value of standard elTor of estimate indicates the small <leviation.

"



Chapter 3

Calculations

In cllIcuIations daily gas prodLletion data were lI~ed supplied hy thc GTCL and Condensate

production data at Demm city gate station were collected from Titas Gas Transmission and

Distribution Company Limited (TGTDCL). A~A-B-D pipeline is the main trunk line,

numerous intakes ami olTtakes are present in the system. In calculations pipeline network

was simplified with considering all intakes and off takes into few major points. Effects of

valves, strainer and geometry like elbow, undulation etc were ignorccl. As A-B-D pipeline

operates at high pressure, properties vI"gas at in-situ condition were determined llt the

operating pressure ~llldtemperature. After that equilibrium constllnt (K) \\,as determined and

with this equilibrium constant value vapor to feed ratio was determined.

3.1 Physical Pmperties Calculations

The physklll properties arc the important parameters for different clliculations. For

compre8,ihle Illlids physical plll<llneters are determined at op"'dting pressure and

temperaturc. Different properties \11arc given below:-

3.1.1 Gas Solubility I Solution Gas Ratio

Solution gas ratio i~ the function of the pre~~ure, temper-IlLlre, specific gravity vI"oil and gas. Al-

Marhoull et aI, presented the correlations as fo!lo'Ws:

R.=(aYBbYneTJp)'

Where,

Yg=Ga~ specific gravity,

T =temperature, oR,

a= 185.843208,

c~-3.1437,

e ~ 1.398441

So, R,= 11.417

,/0= Condensllte specific gravity

P = pressure, psia

(,=1.87784

d = -1.32657



3.1.2. ComJensate and Gas Vi~eo~ity

Thc viscosity of the crude oil with dissolved gas is an important parameter in the pressure-

loss calculation in pipes. Condensate viscosity of dead oil b calculated by empirical

correlations, Bcal's correlation for viscosity is used here.

At first condensate API gravity wa.>calclilated from condensate specific gravity. Condensate

Specific Gravity, Yg = 0.793 and

Condensate gra\'ity, 0API • (~- 131,5) = 46.9363t.:<n

From Real Correlation,

, • (0.32+( ,SOOOCCQ )I(~)"lod , •.. _ T_'"TM_'" ,.,

'''h -10 \043+ .ZJ )1"1 crca- --
T"~i

So, dead oil viscosit} = 3.257415605

Sallirated Condensate "iscosity was calculated from Beggs and Rubinson Correlation,

It 0 is found by,

fl 0 ~ [10.715(Rs +100) _Gm 1 !-! oJ h
Where, b = 5.44(Rs + 150) _GJ38

~lo=1,810101435

Ga, viscosity \\'as calculated by Lee et al. correlations

(9.4 + 0.02M g )T,
,5

Where K = ~---~~_-
(209+19MgTJ

x = 3.5 -I- (986fT) -I- 0.0 1Mg

Y=2.4-0.2X

flg is the gas densit} at the sy~lem pressure and temperalllrc, IbmlflJ; T= Reservoir

temperarnre, oR and Mg = apparent gas molecular weight of the gas mixture.

3.1.3. Gas density

Gas density in Ibm/fY can be detemlincd easily by combining the real gas law with the

delinition of specific gravity.

"



pg=2.7Yg :,

=R.473043181Ih/ftJ

= 135.R47104 kglml

3.1.4. Gas deviation factor

NalllTal gas is a rcal gas and it deviates Ii-om (he ideal gas. It is an important parameter for

calculating the g!ls den~ity and gas fonnation volume fador. S(amling correlations to

dctcrmine the p~eud{)-critical prcssure and temperature were used to calculate gas devialion

factor. For ga, condensate system

T", = 187 + 330y" - 71.5y.'

P,~= 706-51.7Yg -11.1y,'

3.2 Flash Calculations

Basis lor flash calculation is overall and componenl molal balances. Suppose F is the number

or molcs in the feed, L is the number of moles in liquid phase and Y is the number or moles

in the vapor pha~~

l'=L+Y
L V-=1--
F F

1'01'iLh ~omponent,

zi F = xiL+yiY

For liquid phase
ZiF-y,V

x, = L

z,-x,K,f
V1--
F

For vapor phasc



From the definition of the mole fractions
, ,
LX, = LY, =1
r=L 1='

t(" _')0 t ,(K -1) A~Joo
,_, I=l (Kr-l);+1 J~r

Equilibrium constant K values depend on the phase and composition. Any convergence

solution is applicable to find the solution III, More details are given in Appendix A.

For Ashuganj section the vir value is 0.95 and other values are given in result section.

3.3 Heat Balance

Whene\'er gas foliows Ihrough a pipeline, it looses pres~ure due to frictional and elevation

effect ""ith pipe wall. This loss in pressure calise, temperature drop, which will initiate

~onden~ation of heavier molecules, As the pipelines are buried to grolmd, they exchanges

he;ll \\,ilh the surroundings. Bllt the gas nows in a very high velocity which gives a little

retention time to reach equilibrilim.

3.3.1 Condensate Calculation bJ'Heat Balance;

As gas pipeline is not totally insulaled and buried underground, hcat is exchanging from

system to surroundings. Any tcmperature drop duc to pressure drop and other opemlional

reasons are compcnsated by the surroundings. As it is all instantaneous process, measurement

of local paramelers arc difficult and the ralC of heat transfer from surroundings to the pipe

wall was not measured or unknown. Wilh high velocily of gas, theoretically equilibrium

value of the temperature can be used to ealculale lhe total heat transferred. As the temperature

drops, some condensable heavier molecules condense which libcrate heal oj' condensation

until the system becomes equilibrium. Therefore temperatnre of the gas in pipeline inercased

slightly. Hem calculation is given below for Segmcnt 1 (AGMS-Bangura):-

Total heat taken by the gas stream Q = n Iep t'1 T, (Date 01.02.08)

Heat given by condensable components



Pressure= 819 psig=833.7 psia

Q = Number of moles x Heat of Condensation

= L nI-l
= -39.5 Btu.1lb

!':. T = (12.3374-12.8659) °c = - 0.5285 °c = 459.4715 "1'

LCp ~ 32762 Btullb,F

So, Cp A'I = 1505.32053 Dtul1b

And, 0 = 0,02623803 1bmole!lb mole

Basis = 100 Ib mole

n= 2.623803 lb mole

Molecubr Weight, M = 110

Mass, m = (100 x 2.623803) lb

= 262.3W3 Ih

Density = 50 lbl frl
Volumc. V =;;' = 5.772366557 ftl= 163.455Lt,

Similarly, for other 2 (two) scgments, amOllnt of condensate is f(lllnd. Total amount is the

sum of three. It is 659,0175 Lt [51.

3.4 Flow PaUnn Calculation

On~e the amount of ~(}ndensate is figured out, it is essential to know the flow pattern of the

fluid. Flow patterns are grouped on the ba,is of tIow i.e. horizonlal or vertical. As thc

pipeline is almost horizontal with little undulations due to river crossing or tcrrain change,

flow patterns for horizontul 110ware checked. In flow pattern calculations, it starts from the

stratiiied now and seyeral now criteria and boundary conditions are checked to find accurate

!low pattern. The flow pattern calculation is given below: -

From flash c<llclllation for segment I(AGMS-Bangllra), VfF is 0.95

Diameter = 2R.R74 in = 0.7334 m

Temperatllre=14.8184 °C=287.8184 ''R

Flow = 321.3 MMSO 0 = 55.7160176 mJ/s

In-situ Flow=0.98177884 m'/s

In-silll Liquid Flow, qL = (0,0IxO.98177884) mJ!, =0.0098177884 m'/s



Tn-situ Ga, Flow, qu = (0,98177884.,0098177884) mJ/s = 0.97196105 m1/s

Liquid Density, PI.= 793 kg/m1 Gas Density, PG =131.34 kg/mJ

Liquid viscosity. ilL= 1.754 cp Ga<;vi~eosity, 11<.= 0.016 cp

1. Calculate superlkial velocities and superficial Reynolds numbers:
.1 2 2 '11.Ap= -:;d =0.422447m VST.=;;; =0.02324m/s

V",=~ = 2.300788 m/s~, Re ,I.= ~ = 7.705941 (laminar now)•

And, X = 0,052513 anu for horizontal pipe Y=O.

Re so = 13851.42 (turbulent Ilow)

2, Caleulate the Lockhart- Martinelli parameter and the equilibrium liquid level in the

pIpe:

X2= 0,002758

1.0

----0,
0.'
0.1 - y" (Pl..~PG l g sIn 8 _

(dp/dXlse0,

0 , ----------"
0 , ----~
0'
o
IO~

x
10'

LIQ. GAS
'-TURB. TlJRB.
___ TtJR9. LAM.

Figure 3.1: Equilibrium Liquid Level in Stratified Flo",.

From Figure 3.1. dimensionless liquiu hold up factor is hL = 0.05, and liquid holdL1p

factor is hL =0.03667.

3. Calculate dimensionless (tilde) variables:

Cos .L(2hL-1) = 2.690566 S[= ~ (l-(2hL -I) =0.43589

Sc = COS"(2£L - 1) = 2.690566 SL=n.Sc =0.45\034
An = 0.770717 AL = 0,014683
V[ = 53.48929 'iu = 1.019052

DL=0,130219 Dc=0.986058

"



4. Check stratified to non-stratified transition criterion:
The criteria for stratified to non-~tratified 110w i~

r2 L,~\~C,.:"_S1), J> 1
'.' _h~)_~.'.C;

F = ,I (~) x ( ,-$" )
~"-~c,,'(,,~<.,.e,

= 0.382167
0.095045773 <1

So, 1101'.' is stable and stratified flow exists,
5. Che~k for strati lied smooth to stratified-wavy transition criteriun:

The criteria for ~tratified smooth to stratified wavy is

K::: 2Il("'I'CV•.x s)) x Vel
Where s = 0.01 and

K = F X .,' (Re l,,) = 1.060879

21[(,1 (V, x s)) x Ve] = 2,683493

K::: 2.683493
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Figure 3.2: Generalized Flow Pattern ;\1ap for Horizontal Flow.

From figure 3.2, it is clear thalth~ ["[owis stratified smooth.

3.5 Pressure Calculatiou:

The frictional pressure b'Tadient in the Two-phase flow strongly depends on lluid Dow

pattern, In literaltlre there are nLlmbers of ~orrelations and graphs developed with air water

system for 3 to 6 inch pipe, by two-ph<l~e tlow rese<lr~bers. Thougb the gas-condensate



~ystem is different from air-water system, SilJl1eflow pattern maps were used to identily the

flow pattern, As the flow pallern for the gas-condensate system alway> remain~ in the

stratified region and condensate amount is very low compared vllith pipe size, a single phase

pressure correlations are used here for pres~urelpressnre drop calculations, But Ii-om the two

pha<,e flow side marching algorithm techniques used with the help or Two-phase flow

parameters. In this case, the pipeline is divided into several of sections lind an iterative

procedure is I.Isedto find the solution. In this \he~is, results from simple exeel application lire

used to compute the pressure datu. Calmlalion steps are shown for the marching algorithm

below:-

3.5.1 Marching Algorithm Method (Iteration) for segment 1 (AGMS-Bangura):

Gas flow rate (from daily report) = 321.3 MMSCFD=I 05.3032733 fels

Liquid now ratc = (0,01 x J 05.3(31733) fills = 1,053031733 W!s

Gas den~ity (by calculation) =127,8384833 kg! m)

Liquid density ~ 793 kg! nr1

Pin = 777 p~ig = 791.7 psia

L= 40 km = 131233.6 ft

Dillmeler = 28.874 in = 0.7334 fi

Pgrad = 0.0002 psia / ft (given)

Avg.T=514.68"R

Pi+l(G)= {P in- P.grad x ~L} = 529.2328084 psia

Avg. P. = t,,, - "_'~1(,;;)- 660.4664042 psia

Reynold's Numher and llll physical properties are detennined in this avg. T. and P.

Re Sl = 12.49673 (laminar flow, eL=cG~16, m=n~l)

Rc sa = 23900,75 (turhulcnt flow, el =cc=O.046, m=n=O.2)

fa= 0.046 (Re Sl<) -0,2

rL= 16(Re ,Lyl

=33.940525 Psialrt



= 4.49063694

X ~ ,I [ -(,~_~Hl,se1=0.363743
~,~,,!dHl

Ik=l-(l +Xo,!)-<J.m

(JJ L2= (I 7 ~+ :~ ) ,C is a constant which depends On flow.

= 41.54&39

-~p 2 ~!'
(<!! h~l!)L X (-~)SL

= 186.57R7196 Psia/ft

_\-11', ) ~ = G X (X) X( •.~) ~ - 0,0004936 ~"
o ~. cL

\1ihere,

G=WL~WG

"weX~---w!. ~ we

-~~"= 186.57&7196 - 0.0004936 :~

0" -"clL = 186.4&667 psialfl

. - d"
P;+1 (l"l~Pl- (7)' dLj

= 24472525 psia

Compare,

D i~l{G) -" i"', (el) < €
,,;""l (C) -

By iteration proces~, final P = 578.0518 Psia. Convergence criteria wa~ mel if two

final val11e8 were same number or within convergence criteria.

3.5.2 Weymouth Equation for segment l(AGMS-Baugura):

Ga, Flow Rate, Q = 170 MMSCFD =1967.6 nJ/s (Date: 03.02.08)

P, = 819 psig = 833.7 p~ia

Diameter, d = 30 inch = 2.54 It



yg = 0.575595

L•..,= 0,89

rcmpcrature, T = 14.9039 °c = 518.~27 R

P" = 14,7 psia

Length. L ~ 40 k.m= 131233.6 ft

1\, = 520 R

A""a, A = 4,90875 fe
Velocity. v = Q = 400.833 ftls

A

Re ~ (dvp)/", = 5416032.658 (smooth pipe)

Friction Factor, f= 0.0128 (from curvc)

So. (P12- p/) =13369.61127

Or, pl= 681686.08

Or, P, = 825.64 p,ia (measurcd value is 854,7 psia).

3.5.3 Panhandle A Equation for segment l(AGMS-Bangura):

Gas Flow Rate, Q = 294.95 MMSCFD =3413.74 ft3/s (Dale: 01.02.08)

PI = 777 psig = 791.7 psi"

Diameter. d = 30 inch = 2.54 11.

yg ~ 0.575595

Z" = 0.88

TcmperalllTc, T ~ 14.9039"C = 518,827 R

P" = 14.7 psia

Length, 1. ~ 40 km = 131233.6 ft

1""= 520 R

.llg= 0.0110125 cp

So, P2 = 717,1473 psia (measured value is 784.7 psia).

3.5.4 Panhandle B Equation for segment l(AGMS-Bangura):

Gas Flow Rate, Q = 294.95 MMSCFD =3413.74 ft3/s (Date: 01.02.08)

PI ~ 777 p8ig ~ 79J.7 p,ia



Diameter, d = 30 inch = 2.54 fl

'fg = 0.575595

z" = 0.88
Temperature, T = 14.9039"C = 518.827 R

P", = 14.7 psia

Length, L = 40 km = 131233,6 Il

Too= 520 R

flg= 0,0110125 ep

Area, A = 4.90R75 ll2

Velocity. v = Q = 757.575 ftls
A

Rc = dvp ~ 10236301.72 (smoolhpipe)
f'

So, P2 ~ 789.473 psia (measured value is 784.7 psia).

3.6 Error Calculation:

A'erage Percentage Relative E'Tor (APRE). Absolute Average Percentage Rc1ative Error

(AAPRE) and Standard Error of Estimate (SEE) were calculated for condensate calculation

and prcs~ure calculation.

Al! these values are calculated for Segment 1 (A~huganj- Bangura) by using Panhandle A

equation at OI.02.0R.

=13.49%

AAPRE = (.:0\ x 'V I[(YP'.~~i' 'I<;> }"IC(; }]I
d ,;. , ,~~

~ 17.64%

SEE =n= (-'-) x l I (Y pred - Y exp) 2 ] %,,~,.-,
= 52.26



Chapter 4
ResuUs and Discussion

4.1 Physical Properties Calculation:

In Two Phase flow. physical propcrties at different 110w conditions are very important

parameters for 110wpattern and pressure drop calculations. As the pressure vanes along the

length of thc pipeline, physical properties also change. I'!ere conden~ate and gas physical

properties arc given in the Table 4.1 lor segment I (AGMS-Bangum) at operating pressure

and temperaturc conditions.

Tablc 4.1: Physical properties for segment I(AGMS-Bangura).

Date Gas S{}lubilit~.., Oil Viscosity, Gas Density, Gas
(SCI<'/bbl) (ep) (Kg/m") Vi."cosity,

'0)
01,02,OS 102.343 1,874 121.84 0.1564
02,02.08 105.9117 1.754 131.34 0-01593
03.02.08 109.6922 1.803 134.4066 0.01607
05.02.08 104.9982 1.874 130.1358 0.01577
01i.02.08 105.209 1.9364 130.1 172 0.01573
07.02.08 104,9385 1.92 129.936 0,01573
08.02.08 102.6985 1.933 127.957 0,0156
09.02,08 105.7041 1.775 131.083 0.0124
10.02.0S 104.4752 1.8922 128.515 0.0158
11.02,08 103.741il 1.8975 127.873 0.011886
12,02.08 103.5722 1.87485 128.904 0.0157
13.02.08 105.0785 1.879 130.189 0.015772
14.02.08 106,03108 1.87935 131.25 0.015834
15.02.08 106.3198 1.856143 131.3357 0.0158564
16.02.08 112.5922 1.7283 137.148 0,016302
17.02.08 ]06,9364 1.84443 131.905 0,015898
18.02,08 107.3815 1.8347 132.32 0,01323
19.0".08 106.181 ] ,85999 131.2038 0,01584
20.02.08 106.645 1.81658 131.7511 0.0159098
21.02.08 104.692 1.8507 129.931 0.l11571

Fluid physical properties for segmcnt 2 and Scgment 3 are given in the Appendix B.



4.2 Condensate Calculations:

Condensate voillme was calculated in this thesis by two methods i.e. by nash calculation and

heat balance method, Condensate volume was calculated for the entire pipe by these two

methods and calculated values \\'ere compared with the measured values for the segment 3.

4.2.1 Flash Method:

Flash calculation predicts hO\, many moles are in gaseous phasc oftolal moles in feed. TI'e

number of moles of liquid is converted to the liquid volume by multiplying with liquid

specific molar volume. With the help of equations as slated earlier, flash calculation was

perlDrmed to djlTerenl sections of the pipe and results arc given below Table 4.2,

Table 4.2 Flash Calculation (VfF) results.

Name of segment VIF

Ashuganj 0.95

BKB 0.992

l)cmra 0.99

Once the ratio of vapor phase moles to lola! moles (V/F) is known then liquid moles are

ca!clIlaled and liquid volume is determined.

4.2.2 Heat Balance Method:

In heat balance method, the physics lics in condensation as follows. When pressure in gal>

pipeline drops due to friction or elevation the temperature also drops. If temperature and

pressure drops, the equilibril.lm also changes to a new point. If equilibrium changes the vapor

and liquid volume also changes. In idea! case, condensation process liberates heat itself and

gas stream takes the heat and reaches to cquilibrium. As the underground gas pipe lines arc

not fully in>ulted it exchange heat with the surroundings. In Table 4.3, ealeLllated values of

condensal~ by nash method and heat balance method were giv~n lur segment I and segment

2, As these two segments did not have any measured condensate vales, comparison betwe~n



meu>ured and calculated value~ could not be made. For segment 3 (Bakhrabad- Demra)

conden~ate dala were collected from the Tiins Gas Transmission and Disttiblllion Company

Ltd.

Table 4.3: Caleulated condensate values b~' fLuh and heat balance method.

!late Gas Flow Rate Flash Method Hent Balance

(MMSCFD) (Liter/day) (Liter/day)

Segment 1 Se~ment 2 Segment 1 Scgment 2 Segment 1 Segment 2

01.02.0R 317.05 67,19 8879.473 2025.670 134.56 248.35
03.02.08 170 66.43 4528.232 1722.935 134.157 229.814
05.02,08 295,8 67,72 7927.362 5389.867 163.517 245.929
06.02,08 323 97,34 8299.085 2675.675 134.564 554.457
07.02,08 317.05 67,19 8259.186 1695.298 133.236 249.32
08.02,08 316,2 69,64 8382.438 1942.595 137.643 275.878
09.02.08 277.1 70.4 7845.587 880.126 131.745 226.03
10.02.0R 309.4 70.63 8248.696 2878.317 139.155 261.06
11.02.08 321,3 82.23 8608.961 2350.153 139.155 261.06
12.02.08 306 70.3 8334.460 1539.494 135.785 249,108
13.02.0R 317,9 70.24 8486.1 60 2286.696 136.128 256.364
14.02,08 317.05 70,22 8345.820 1927.389 137.6 265.727
15.02,08 307,7 70,19 8220.761 1707.233 136.108 254.2
17.02.08 283.05 70,24 7214.176 2381.697 135.378 245.456
18.02.08 290,7 70,24 7566.816 2169.434 135.095 236.472
19.02.0R 29R.35 70.23 7781.248 2147.093 136.635 250.325
20.02.08 295,8 70,17 7963.638 1893.837 133.057 232.9
21.02.08 297.5 70.16 R076.363 2023.374 137,5 246.19

Compariwn ur the calculated condensate values wcre madc with the measured values. All

the>e \'allle~ ilre givcn in Table 4.4.

•



Table 4.4: ComparisoD of calculated eoudeuSllte values for Segmeut 3 (BKB-Deml"ll).

Date Gas Flow Measured Flash Method Heat Balauce

•••• (Liter/day) (Liter/day) Method (Liter/day)
(MMSCFD)

01.02.08 210.03l 800 1362.529 554.457
03.02.08 14.72 IOOO 85.38 562.533
05.02.08 171.525 14il0 1159.874 559.278
06.02.08 204.367 600 1336.343 554.457
07.02.08 223.091 1400 1426.297 608.2
08.02.08 208.314 2000 1282.264 547.809
09.02.08 178.845 1800 \248.757 565.11
10.02.08 211.86 1200 1356.831 551.7
11.02.08 222.005 1200 1450.597 551.7
12.02.08 177.502 1200 1184.399 557.416
13.02.08 189.595 1400 1224.985 553.08
14.02.08 201.237 1200 1278.065 551.211
15.02.08 201.7 2000 1307.681 554.78
17.02.08 169.953 2000 1114.556 593.067
18.02.08 1.57.045 2000 1071.447 560.034
19.02.08 165.559 2O00 1090.956 605.174
20.02.08 167.084 1500 1140.162 560.876
21.02.08 198.811 24il0 1318.668 596.5
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Measured ~all.les and calculated condensate values are shown in Figure 4.1. From the figurc

4,1, condensate values from flash calculations are changing from J000 to 1400 liters where as

measured condensate values vary from 800 to 2300 liters. In heat ha1an~e method, calculated

values oj"~ondensate is almost 300 to 400 liters and vall.les ure almost constant i.e no vuriation

\\iith the gas 110w rates. Average Percenlllge Relative Error (APRE), Absolute Pcrcentage

Relative Error (AAPRE) aml Standard Error of Estimate (SEE) werc calculated for nash and

heat balance method and presented in thc Table 4.5.

Table 4.5: Condcnsate crror calculation for Segment 3 (BKB-Dcmra).

Datc Condensate, Liter APRE AAPRE
Mcasu Heat Flash method Flash. Hcat
"d Balance Heat mcthod balaucc Flash

balance method
01.02m 800 554.457 1362.529 30.693 70.3162 30.6929 70.3162
03.02,08 1000 562.533 85.38 43.747 -91.462 43.7467 9J .462
05.02,08 1400 559.278 IJ59.874 I -60.052 -17.152 60.0516 17.15J8
06.02,08 600 554.457 1336.34 -7.5905 122.724 7.5905 122.724
07.02,08 1400 608.2 1426.297 -56.557 1.87837 56.5571 1.87837
08.02,08 2000 547.809 1282.263 72.61 -35.887 72.6096 35.8868
09.02.08 1800 565.11 1248.756 68.605 -30,625 68.605 30.6246
J0.02.08 1200 551.7 1356.831 54.025 13.0693 54.025 13.0693
11.02.08 1200 551.7 1450.596 -54.025 20.8831 54.025 20.8831
12.02.08 1200 557.416 1184.398 -53.549 -1.300 I 53.5487 1.30009
13.02.08 1400 553.08 1224.985 -60.494 -12.501 60.4943 12.5011
14,02.08 J200 55J.2Jl 1278.065 -54.066 6.50543 54.0658 6.50543
15,02.08 2000 554.78 1307.681 -72.261 -34.616 72.261 34.6159
17,02.08 2000 593.067 1114.555 -70.347 -44.272 70.3467 44.2712
18.02.08 2000 560.034 1071.446 -71.998 -46.428 71.9983 46.4277
19.02.08 2000 605,174 1090.956 69.741 -45.452 69,7413 45.4522
20.02.08 1500 560.876 1140.162 -62.608 -23.989 62.6083 23.9892
21.02.08 2400 591i.5 1318.668 -75.146 -45.055 75,1458 45.0555

APRE AAPRE
-57.673 -10.74 57.673 36.895

SEE
164.949 97.1i23

'Ihc AAPRE and SEE values for heat balance and flash methods "ere 57.673% & 164.949

and 36.895 % & 92.623 respectively. APRE values by flash and heat halancc methods were

prescnted in the Fig-4.2. From the statistical parameter analysis, it was found that Hash

method predicted the condensate values more closely than heat bubnce methods for

"



Segment-3. But this comparison was not done for Segments -I & 2 due to lack of the

measured condensate data.

Condl'nsntl' APRE comparison for \".~.Date
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Figun: 4.2: APRE comparison for condensate (Calculated by Heat Balanee and FIalIh
Metbod) vs. Date.

Trend analysis defines the change in output with the ehange of any input parameter. Here

Trend analysis was done for three values i.e. measured values, flash method and heat balance

methods with time. All calculated trend analysis values were presented in the Table 4.6. The

graph for trend analysis was given in the Figure 4.3. From the Fig 4.3, trend analysis of

measured values gave an almost sinusoidal curve with high amplitudes. The flash method

trend also illustrated the same sinusoidal wave like shape but with low amplitude.

Table 4.6: Condensate Trend Analysis for Segment 3 (BKB-Dc:mra).

H~' F••.•• A Mea.suredl A Heat A Flub
Measured balance Metbod A day balance! metbod!

D.~ Liter Liter Liter Adav Adav
01.02.08 800 554.457 l362.53 0 0 0
03.02.08 lOOO 562.533 85.38 200 8.076 -1277.1
05.02.08 1400 559.278 1160 400 -3.255 1074.494
06.02.08 600 554.457 1336.4 -800 -4.821 176.4692
07.02.08 1400 608.2 1426.3 800 53.743 89.95367
08.02.08 2000 547.809 1282.26 600 -60.391 -144.033
09.02.08 1800 565.11 1248.75 -200 17.301 -33.5071
10.02.08 1200 551.7 1356.83 -600 -13.41 108.0747
11.02.08 1200 551.7 1450.6 0 0 93.76552

"
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"~l Flash A Melllluredl AHeat A F1811h
Measured balaoce Method AdllY hal.ute! metbod!

Date Liter Liter Liter M" Ad"
12.02.08 1200 557.416 1184.4 0 5.716 -266.198
13.02.08 1400 553.08 1225 200 -4.336 40.58631
14.02.08 1200 551.211 1278 -200 -1.869 53.07992
15.02.08 2000 554.78 1307.7 800 3.569 29.61631
17.02.08 2000 593.067 1114.5 0 38.287 -193.126
18.02.08 2000 560.034 1071.5 0 -33.033 -43.1091
19.02.08 2000 605.174 1091 0 45.14 19.50951
20.02.08 1500 560.876 1140.1 .500 -44.298 49.20598
21.02.08 2400 596.5 1318.7 900 35.624 178.5058
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Figure 4.3: Condensate Trend Analysis for Segment 3 (BKB-Demra).

From the trend analysis it can be seen that flash method is trying to flow the actual trend in

somewhat extent. It shows that the flash method gave better result than heat balance method.

Sinusoidal wave in the measured trend suggested two things- firstly, Change in flow

conditions and secondly the pipe was no longer petfectIy horizontal mther it had oome

undulations. In flash method, trend analysis's amplitudes of the wave are very small, this

happens due to the change in the flow only because undulation of the pipe cannot be

considered in the flash calculation.



4.3 Flow Pattern Calculation;

At first, superficial vel<)cities and superficial Reynolds numbers are calculated. Then, the

Lockhart- MurtineJli parameter (X) was calculated. The equilibrium liquid level hi. in the

pipe was found finn the figure 3.1. Once, the equilibrium liquid level, hI. was fOWld, thcn

other parameters like, K or F was caleulated. With the parameters K and F and Figure 3.2,

flow paltem was established for the all sections of the pipeline and results were presented in

Table 4.7. Detailcd calculation offIow pattern prediction was given in the appendix 8.

Tablc 4.7; Flow Pattern Result •.

Section Name Type of Flow Pattern

I AGMS-Bangura Stratified smooth

2 Ballb,'Ura-13KB Stratified-smooth

] BKB"Demra Stratified-~lnootll

As the flow pattern in all segments were Stratified- smooth, so from the assumption of the

strati lied 110wwe can say (hal at interfaec both liquid and gas phase has (he same velocity.

Here all /low patterns turned out as Stratified - snlooth because pipe diameter for every

seetioo was very large compared to amOL1lltof the liquid generated and pipeline was assumed

as perfectly horizontal one, In this report pipeline was considered horizontal because of

undlllation data ofthc pipeline Were not found.

4.4 Pressure Calculation;

All pressure values were ealenlated by assummg single-phase fluid with Weymouth,

Panhandle A, Panbandle R and Fekete Software (Piper, using Panhandle R) correlations. In

pressure calculations, Reynolds's Number and all physical propcrtics arc determined in

average temperature and pressure. Initial pressure was taken as the inlet pressllre of pipe and

then outlet prcssures were calculated b} above mentioned eon-elations. At first a guess value

of outlet pressure was taken and fluid physical properties were calculated on the basis of the

average value of pressures. Then iteration was done until the convergence criterion was

achieved. If a convergence criterion met, final value may become more representative and

that final value was reported. In some cases, if two subsequent iterations gave same number,

it was also taken as final value. In Marching algorithm pipeline has tc> be divided into

numewus segments \vhere fluid pwperties do not change significantly within the segments



and itera1ion of pressure calculations for each segments were done. The Marching algorithm

technique yields better results with good computing knowledge and applications. In this

thesis, Microsoft Excel application was used instead of the computer programming.

Here Piper software from Fekete Inc. also used for better results and understanding. A

schematic view of ABD pipeline network by piper is given in Figure 4.4. All calculated and

measured pressure values were given in the following tables. Table 4.8 shows the predicted.

values of pressure by different correlations and measured pressure values for the pipe

segment-l.
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Figure 4.4: Piper Diagram of ABD Pipeline.
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Table 4.8: Pressure ClIlw.lation for Segment 1 (AGMS-Bllngura), diameter 3O-inch.

Dllte !old Outlet Pressures Psia
Pressure Measured Panhandle A PanhlUldle B Weymouth Iteration Piper
~.)

01.02.08 784.7 717.147 789.473 795.05 773.6791.7 .
03.02.08 833.7 854.7 826.96 833.01 825.64 . 807.3
05.02.08 804.7 799.37 787.65 802.83 825.64 . 790.9
06.02.08 800.7 784.7 780.487 798.471 779.14 341.00 782.5
07.02.08 800.7 789.7 781.18 79855 758.8 582.78 782.6
08.02.08 788.7 774.7 768.975 789.53 771.11 574.06 771.6
09.02.08 816.7 834.7 801.838 815.087 758.81 583.411 807.2
10.02.08 800.7 789.7 782.055 798.65 794.65 577.96 785.1
11.02.08 796.7 774.7 776.583 794.487 772.55 596.09 779.0
12.02.08 797.7 794.7 779.367 795.69 766.14 578.05 782.6
13.02.08 804.7 789.7 785.182 802.55 770.07 586.03 7875
14.02.08 812.7 789.7 791.427 80858 775.10 589.95 793.6
15.02.08 810.7 799.7 794525 810.708 781.49 589.00 797.0
17.02.08 816.7 824.7 801.235 815.018 835.32 584.76 804.9
18.02.08 819.7 809.7 803.504 817.934 793.68 601.58 807.6
19.02.08 811.7 804.7 794.5253 809.823 795.49 585.60 798.3
20.02.08 817.7 814.7 800.927 815.868 785.92 588.92 805.3
21.02.08 812.7 804.7 787.465 810.836 792.56 580.80 804.8

Pressure ¥S. Date for segment 1(AGMS-Bangura)
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Figure 4.5 (a) shows all the predicted values with the measured values. As most of the

predicted and measured values lies into a small range in the graph, Figure 4.5 (b) was drawn

by excluding the worst predicting correlation, i.e. iteration method.

Pressure VS.Date for segment 1(AGMS-Bangura)
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Figure 4.5 (b): PlUsure Equations V!.Date for Segment 1 (AGMS-Bangura) except

Iteration Method.

From figure 4.5 (b). Panhandle B and Piper gave the best pressure prediction. Next best

correlations were Weymouth and Panhandle-A correlations. Panhandle B gave good results

as it worked well with diameter greater than NPS (Nominal Pipe Size) 24. Panhandle A also

gave good results because it worked well with Reynolds number greater than 300,000 (for

example, Re "" 10236301.72 for 01.02.08), Iteration method of pressure prediction was the

most erroneous and unrealistic. Error analysis of different correlations for this section also

supports the above statement. The Error analysis was presented in the Table 4.9.

Table 4.9 Error calculation for Segment 1 (AGMS-Bangura).

Dlte Weymonth Plnbandle A Plnb.ndle B Iteration Piper

01.02.08 1.31898 -8.6088 0.60826 -100 -1.4146
03.02.08 -3.4 .3.2456 -2.5377 .\00 -5.5458
05.02.08 -3.6779 -1.4662 0.43284 -100 -1.05%
06.02.08 -1.7312 -0.5369 1.75494 -56.5439 -0.2804
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Date Weymouth PllnhandleA PllnhandleD Iteration Piper

07.02.08 -3.9129 -1.0789 1.12068 -26.2024 .().8991
08.02.08 2.57519 -0.739 1.91429 -25.9068 -0.4002
09.02.08 -7.4458 -3.937 -2.3497 -30.1053 -3.2946
10.02.08 -2.9834 -0.9681 1.13334 -26.813 -0.5825
11.02.08 .(l.6067 0.24306 2.55415 -23.055 0.55505
12.02.08 -2.4663 -1.9294 0.12458 -27.2619 -1.5226
\3.02.08 -1.0384 -0.5721 1.6272 -25.7899 -0.2786
14.02.08 -0.5572 0.21869 2.39078 -25.2935 0.49386
15.02.08 4.45417 -0.6471 1.37652 -26.3474 -0.3376
17.02.08 -3.5407 -2.8453 -1.174 -29.0942 -2.4009
18.02.08 -2.9369 .(l.7652 1.01692 -25.7033 -0.2594
19.02.08 -1.5086 -1.2644 0.63663 -27.2275 -0.7953
20.02.08 -4.4016 -1.6906 0.14337 -27.7133 -1.1538
21.02.08 -4.1737 -2.1418 0.76252 -27.824 0.01243
APRE -1.76996 -1.77636 0.640S65 -28.72543 -1.06464
AAPRE 2.li97554 1.827007 1.314358 28.7250 1.182563
SEE 4.121li26 3.353812 1.931591 33.99654 2.343014

Errors from different correlations were presented in Table 4.9 and it is clear that, Panhandle

A and B equation and Piper gave less error i.e - 1.776,0.641 and -1.064%.

APRE for Segment 1 (.-\Gr\'IS-Ban~ura). .
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Figure 4.6: APRE for VllriOUSPreMure Equations for Segment l{AGMS-Bangura).

From Figure 4.6, it is clear that, pressure calculated by Piper, Panhandle A, Panhandle B and

Weymouth method gave good results but Panhandle B correlations gave the best result with

,



error 0.64%, This is because of Panhandle B correlation developed for long pipeline and

Nominal Pipe Size (NPS) over 24 inches. Panhandle A correlation was slightly under

predicting and found the second best performing correlation for this segment with AAPRE

1.82% and SEE 3.35. Panhandle A works well where Reynolds number greater than 300,000

and partially turbulent flow occurs. In this section it gave quite satisfactory results due to

Reynolds number (for example, Re = 320)00,665.8 for 01.02.08). Other best performing

correlations are Piper and WeymOldh with AAPRE values 1.18 % and 2.69 %and SUi values

2.34 and 4.12 respectively. lteration method (Marching Algorithm) for two-phase flow gave

unsati,l"<ldory results because of limitation of handling the iteration method by Minoson-

Excel. A bettcr rcsult could be found ii' a computer program was used,

Similar calculation was done for Segment 2 (Bangura-BKB). Table- 4.10 shows the all

predicted pressure values with measurcd pressure values ('or scgmcnt 2. Predicted pressure

valucs with different correlations and measured val lIes were sho\\~ in the Figllre 4.7.

Table 4.10 Pressure calculation for Segment 2 (Bangura-BKB), diameter 30 inches.

Inlet Outlet Pressures, (psia)

Pr~:~ure Measured Panhnudle A Panhandle B Weymouth Iteration Piper
Dale I (usia
01.02,08 784.70 752.7 784.344 784.663 814,2 0 735.88

03.02,08 I 854.7 849.7 I 854.143 854.64 854.7 0
05.02.08 799.70 767.7 799.09 1154.645 800 ° 758.17
06.02.08 784.70 748.7 783.88 784.62 784.7 411.2 745.04

07.02.08 7R9.70 753.7 788.948 789.62 790 439.74 747.38
08.02.08 774.70 745,7 773.862 774,62 774,7 433.2 734.15

0902.0 834 70 802,7 833.924 834.62 834,7 435 775.78

10.02.08 789.70 755.7 788.88 789.62 790 435.85 749.19

11.02,08 774.70 740.7 773.866 774.62 774.7 450.576 74139

12.02,08 794.70 764.7 793.893 794.62 795 435.035 746.96

13.02.011 789.70 754.7 788.883 789.62 790 442,53 750.88

14,02.08 789.70 753.7 788.884 789.62 790 445.34 810.20

15.02.08 799,70 772.7 79R.8952 799.622 800 443.448 762.73

17.02.08 824.70 790.7 823.9186 824.62 825 432.43 773.71

18.02.08 809.70 780.7 808,9041 809.023 810 449,93 774.98

19.02.08 804.70 775.7 803.899 804.622 805 439.78 764.38

)0.02.08 814,70 785.7 813.91 814.62 815 44UI5 772.07

21,02.08 304,70 773.7 803.9 804.622 805 435.08 771.3
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Figure 4.7 (a): PreJl8Ure Equations VlI.Date for Segment 2 (Baogura-BKB).

Figure 4.7 (b) was derived from Figure 4.1 (a) by excluding the iteration method.
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Figure 4.7 (b): Pressure Equations 1'5.Date for Segment 2 (lUnguI'll-BKB) except

Iteration Method.



From figure 4.7 (h) ~howed that piper correlation c1o"ely follow~ the measured values.

Panhandle A, Panhandle H and Weymouth correlation followed the measured values with

little over prediction.

Table 4.11 APR1£ comparison for Segment 2 (Bangura-BKB).

Date Panhandle A Panhandle B Iteration Wc)'mouth Piper

01.02.0~ 4.204065 4.246446 -100 -7.55343 -2.23462
03.02.0g 0.5229 0.58l}g -100 -0.585 -100
05.02.08 4.088837 11.32539 -100 -4.0375 -1.24137
06.02.08 4.698811 4.797649 -45.0781 -4.58774 0.48885
07.02.08 4.676662 4.765822 -41.6558 -4.59494 -0.83853
08.02.0S 3.776586 11.92437 -41.9069 -3.74338 -1.54888
09.f)2.0S 3.889872 1.6295 -45.8079 -3.83371 -3.35368
10.02.08 4.390631 2.503639 42.325 -4.34177 -0.86145
11.02.08 4.477656 7.2796 -39.1689 -4.3888 0.093155
12.02.0~ 3.817576 3.258794 -43.1104 -3.81132 -2.31986
13.02.08 4.529349 4.627004 -41.3635 -4.46835 0.50616
14.02.08 4.66817 6.092875 -40.9128 -4.59494 7.496351
15.02.08 3.390087 3.484146 -42.6106 -3.4125 -1.2864
17.02.08 4.201164 4.28987 -45.3105 -4.15758 -2.14873
18.02.08 3.612668 3.704752 -42.3684 -3.6)728 -0.73268
19.02.08 3.635297 3.728503 -43.3054 -3.63975 -1.45933
20.02.08 3.590429 3.680794 -43.768 -3.59509 1.73476
21.02.08 3.903322 3.99664 -43.7663 -3.8882 -0.3 J 02
APRE 4.122 4.8622 --42.83 --4.28 -6.675
AAPRE 4.484 4.122 42.83 5.054 7.568
SRR 5.318 4.8 42.2 5.7411 31.6

An error analysis was done for all these correlations;md dilTerent statistical parameters were

ealeulated. From the error analysis (Table 4.11 and figure 4.8). it is clear that, pressure

calculated by Piper, Panhandle /\, Panhandle 13and Weymouth methods gave good resl\IL~

From the ~tutiMieal analysis best-performing correlations were Panhandle A and B with

Ail.PRF 4.484 %.and 4.122%. Next best correlations were Weymouth and Piper ""im
AAPRE 5.054% and 7.568%.Error values were pre!;Cnted in Figure 4.8. From evaluating the

SEE values, Panhandle B was the he\t correlation in this segment of the pipe though the

di!Tcrcnee ill SEE value with Panhandle A was very Ics~.



_-\PRE fOI' 8t>gnu'nt 2 (Bangura-BKB)
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Figure ".8: APRE (or Various Pressure Equations (or Segment 2 (Bangura-BKB).

Iteration method (Marching Algorithm) for two-phase flow gave unsatisfactory results in this

segment because of limitation of handling the iteration method.

Again, pressure values were predicted with the correlatiow for Segment -3 (BKB-Demra)

where gas flow rate is comparatively lower than other segments and diameter also changes to

20 inches. The calculated values by different pressure correlations are shown in the Table

4.12.

Table 4.12: C.lculated Pressures for Segment 3 (BKB-Demra) Diameter 20 incb.

Inlet Outlet Pressures, .~
Pressure Measured Panh.ndle A Panitf,ndle B Weymoutb Iteration Piper

Date I {n ia\
01.02.08 752.7 474.7 670.741 740.19 685.44 0 468
03.02.08 849.7 274.7 848.47 849.607 31.87 0 0
05.02.08 767.7 514.7 678.848 758.97 650 0 609
06.02.08 748.7 474.7 627.775 736.785 568.4 334.097 532
07.02.08 753.7 494.7 610.113 739.61 534 332.088 479
08.02.08 745.7 524.7 619.36\ 733.27 556.2 327.162 499.5
09.02.08 802.7 614.7 717.18 794.17 680 325.435 628.5
10.02.09 755.7 504.7 627.009 743.024 562 328.527 515
11.02.09 740.7 474.7 595.462 726.503 518 341 474.7
12.02.09 764.7 484.7 675.714 755.87 637 328.073 587



Inlet Outlet Pressures ••
~ f;;;ure

Measured Panhandle A Panhandle B Weymouth ItentioD Piper
Date .
14.02.08 753.7 484.7 637.423 742.222 581.23 336.32 553
15.02.08 772.7 574.7 659.256 761.457 60S 334.42 560
11.02.08 790.7 574.7 712.0065 782.874 679 323.85 634
18.02.08 780.7 574.7 712.2841 773.92 685 337.85 6563
19.02.08 775.7 559.7 69933 768.124 667.75 439 628.4
20.02.08 785.7 574.7 709.0456 77s.o84 677.2 343.7 637
21.02.08 773.7 584.7 663.67 762.788 611.47 328.247 58'

All calculated values and measured pressure values were presented in the Figure 4.9 (a).From the

figures, it is clear that, Iteration Method shows the most deviation from measured values. So,
another graph, Figure 4.9 (b) was plotted without these two methods.
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Figure 4.9 (a): PressuN! Equations \'S. Dale (or Segmenl3 (BKB-Demra).



}'res.sure n. Date for segment 3 (BKB-Demnl)
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Figure 4.9 (b); PrtSl'IUf"e Equations VlI. Date for Segment 3 (BKB-Demra) except

Iteration Method.

From the figures it is seen that piper correlation flows the measured pressure values very

closely. Next better performing correlations are Piper, Weymouth and Panhandle A. Error

calculations were performed for this segment and it was represented on Table 4.13 and Figure

4.10.

Table 4.13: APRE comparison for Segment 3 (BKB-Deml"ll.).

D••• Pllnhf,ndle A PanhandleD Iteration Weymouth Piper

01.02.08 41.2979 55.928 -100 44.3944 -1.4t 14
03.02.08 208.811 209.285 -100 .88.398 -100
05.02.08 31.892 47,4587 -100 26.2872 18.3214
06.02.08 32.2467 55.2107 -29.619 19.7388 12.0708
07.02,08 23.3299 49.5068 -32.871 7.94421 .3.1736
08.02.08 18.041 39.7503 -37.648 6.00343 .4.8027
09.02.08 16.6715 29.1964 -47.058 10.6231 2.245
10.02.08 24.234 47.2209 .34.906 11.3533 2.04082
11.02.08 25.4396 53.0447 -28.165 9.12155 0
12.02.08 39.4087 55.9459 -32.314 31.4215 21.1058
13.02.08 43.3292 63.7365 -26.377 32.9008 24.9175
14.02.08 31.5088 53.1302 .30.613 19.9154 14.0912
15.02.08 14.7131 32.4964 -41.81 5.27232 -2.5579
17.02.08 23.8919 36.2231 -43.649 18.1486 10.3184
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D••• Panhandle A Plinhandle B IteratioD Weymoutb Piper

18.02.08 23,9402 34.665 -41.213 19.1926 14.1987
19.02.08 24.9473 37.2385 .21.565 19.305 12.2744
20.02.08 23.3766 35.3896 -40.195 17.8354 10.8404
21.02.08 13.5061 30.458 -43.861 4.57842 -0.4618
APRE 38.861 56.816 -55.45 12.68 1.765
AAPRE 38.861 56.816 55.45 23.084 14.9'1
SEE 30.263 41.30118 37.8 18.3 13.65

From the error analysis, Piper correlation gave the smallest AAPRE (14.99%) and next

smaller AAPRE values were given by the Weymouth (23.084%) and Panhandle A (38.861%)

correlations. Piper correlation also showed small SEE which was almost 13.65%, where

Weymouth showed 18.3% and Panhandle gave 30.263%. It was found that Panhandle A and

Iteration predicted pressure better than Panhandle B correlation. Panhandle B gave the worst

pressure prediction here. When Panhandle B was used in the piper software it became the

best perfonning correlations where it showed best iteration criterions were met. Figure 4.10

shows the error analysis for segment 3.

From the Figure 4.10, it can be seen that error values by all correlations were high in

Segment 3 compared to other sections. Tbis is be>:auseof numerous off takes were existed in

this segment for different customers and for simplification of the calculations, all of them

Figure 4.10: APRE for VllriOWl Pres$ure EquatioD$ fo•. Segment 3 (BKB-Demra).



were ignored. A better result could be found if a pipeline network analysis were done

partkularly ror thi<;segment.

From above analysi~ it wa~ elcar that no single correlation turned out to be the be~t for all

segments whkh ~uggested that all correlations have different limiting factors. For instance in

literature it was claimed that Panhandle il works well for the long pipe line and large

diameter (NPS is o~er 24) with high Reynolds number. Panhandle A works well for large

diameter pipelines with high flow rates. Weymouth equation P'"edicl~ pres~ure well for

smu.l1erdiameter pipelines where diameter is less than 15 inch. According to the literature,

We}moulh correlation should not be the best performing ~orre1ation ror Segment 3 where

NPS is b'Teater than 15 inches. This was due to the simplification of the ~akuhllions by

omitting the off takes. in other sections, litemture daim~ also proved as valid.

In general all correlations gave ~ome error" lhi:, is be~a•.•se or the underlying a~sumption~ to

formulate the correlations with. The basic as~umption~ are no mechanical wmk, steady slate

(1ow, isothermal flow, negligible kinetic energy change, con~[;ml gas eompre~~ibility and

honmntal pipeline. In reality none of them can be achieve<.!due lo operational and design

eon~traints.



Chapter 5

Conclusion

In this thesis two approaches were used to predict the liquid / condcnsate volume i.e. Flash

method and Heat balance method. All predicted values were compared with measured values.

As mea~ured condensate/ liquid values were available only for segmcnt 3, a direct

comparison only made here. Fur instance, gas flow rate at 210 MMSCFD in ~egment 3,

measured condensate value was 800 litcrs, predicted values were 1362 and 554 litcrs by flash

and heat balance method respectively. 'Ihis study showed thatllash method predictcd the

cOllden~ate volume with a 36% error. This large elT<Jrwas mainly contributed by two things

i.e. now rate changc and pipeline undulation~.

A trend analysis was done for all measured and calculated values. Flash method was found

the best trend following correlations. In measured trend it showed high amplitudes ilnd nash

method gave low amplitudes. This suggested (hat a terrainian slug occurs. It happens due to

condensate accumulation in the lower section of the pipeline and builds a backpressure. A~

(he hack pressure builds over a critical value it pushes liquid column to the forward section

and thus variation in measured condensate amount occurred.

Here ("'0 phase flow parameters were calculated and flow pattern ,vas e~tim,lted for

horilon(al and slightly inclined pipe hy Taite! and Dueklcr's equilibrium stratificd flow

model. Here Taitcl and Duckier flnw pattern map and transition criterion were used. All cases

110wpattern fell into Stratified flow region. From literature, Taitel and Duckier model works

well for small diamewr pipe with low pressure conditions was reported. Rllt this system ha>

large diameter ,'lith high pressure and found no flow transition criterion were mel which

~uggested that more condensate required to make the transition criterion be met. Taitel a.nd

Duckier model used air - water system to develop the flow patlem map but not gas

condcnsate flow pa(tern maps are llvailahle in the literature nowadays.

As ilow pattern fell in the stratified region, equilibrium exists in gas condensate iuterraee. As

ga<; flow rate was very high compared to liquid generation! separation rate, single phase

pressure ~orrelations can give the best resulL In this thesis, several single phase pressure

prediction correlations like Panhundle B, Panhandle A and Weymouth were used and they

predicted the pressure, Panhandle B \VllSfound the best predkting correlation for Segment I



und Segment 2 with an AAPRE 1.93% and 4.8%. In Segment 3, it is hard to make a decision

which correlation predicts very well because the case was simpliJ1ed which did not match

with real scenario. But from the calculation point of view Panhandle B with piper soflware

and We}mOlLlhfound bcst performing correlation with 13% and 18% error respectively. Two

phase 110wprcssure equation i.e, Marching Algorithm performance was found un~atislac1()ry

due to computational constraints.



CHAPTER 6

FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS

Taitel and Duckier flow paltem for equilibrium stratified flow was used here with air water

system. Taitel- DuckIer model is to be modified for gas-<;onden~ate system for large diameter

and high pressure system.

Single phasc pressure correlations have a definite working boundary, such as Panhandle A

and R work well for nominal pipe size 24 and above. On the other hand Weymouth equation

\'1orks well for the smaller diameter i.c. up to 15 inch. For pipe size in beh"een 15 to 24 inch

these correlations should be tuned or modified by field data. If possible modify the

correlations or dillerent correlations could be developed.

Condensate data were available only for Segment-3. Condensate data for other segments

would enhance the ~hance to analY7e the different condensate predi~ting method's

performance more confidcntly. More over a computational knowledge would greatly help to

e,timatc the condensate and pre~sure values precisely and help to pin down the error in

,maller margin.
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Appendix A

Theory

A.I Equilibrium Consillot:

rhe Wilson correlation can be used to estimate K values initially. Wibon propo,ed this

simplified thermodynamic expression to eslimate K values,

K,=(P;1 exp [5.37 (I + wi) (1- (T;im (A.Ll)

Where Pei = critical pre~sl1fe of component i, psia; P = system pressure, psia; T" = critical

temperature of component i, "R; T = sy,tem tcmpcrature, oR; and Wj = acentric factor 01"

component i.

The following is a stcp-by-stcp procedure to calculate equilibrium constants.

I. '[he inpm data requircd for this calculation are the system pressure, p, temperature, T,

and the overall system composition. Z;, for each component.

2. On the busb orE,!. A.I.1, KjAvalue.~ lor each component are c,timated.

3. On thc basis of assumed K, Avalues from 10'1.A.1.1 and thc known z, valucs, flash

calculations are performed by using Eq. A.2.S.

4. With appropriate EOS's, the composition 01"the liquid and gas pha~e~ obtaincd from

flash calculation can be used to detennine the fllgacily coefficients of each component

in each phuse, 01> L; and 01>v;.

5. Find K; C from

(A.U)

6, Compare the equilibrium constants in step 2 'with the calculated value, in step 5 using

the following convergence criteria:

L «K, l IK, A)_Ii::; 10-4

7. If the convergence criterion in step 6 is satisfied for all components, the values of

equilibrium con,tants are used 10 calculate phase transitions required in determining

phase physical properties, OtherYI-'ise,the,e calculated values are used as the new

guesses, and steps 3through 6 are repeated until convergence is achieved.



A.2 Flash Caleulntions:

Some important variables are required in the material balance:

F = number of moles offeed,

I~= number of mole~ of liquid

V =number of moles of vapor,

Zi = mole fi:action of component I in feed,

Xi ~ mole fraction of component I in liqnid phase,

Yi = mole fraction of component 1 in vapor phase, and

N = (olal number of components in the feed.

The overall materiul balancc is

F=L+V
Individual component balances are

Z,F=xiL+y, V

Eq. A.2.J may be rewrittcn as

~= 1- ~, ,

(A.2.1)

(A.2.2)

(A.2.3)

Liquid Phase. Solving Eq. A.2.2 for xi, and replacing Yi and!: with Tav=(Tl + T:') and A.2.3,, ,
respectively results in

. (" ("-l'il) (~'-"'I(jF)
X'=Z,F-Yi-= , ~ "

t ~ fl~(f)l

On further simplification,

X - ,I
i - (j.!.{i(l:f-O)i

(A2A)

(A.2.5)

(A.2.6)

Vapor Phase. Similarly, solving Eq. A.2.2 for y,und using Ta,,~(Tl:n) and A.2.3 gives

Y. ." . ~ ""-(-f2J
I =ZI,' - XI-= --~---, ,

F..q.A2.6 cun be simplified as
,--,Y' :."

I = [P((~){l{;-i)JJ
(A2.7)

Solution Procedure. It is important to note that the solutions lor Xiand y; based on egs, A.2.5

and A.2,7, respectively, require the detenninatlon oflhe;: vulue. To solve for~, Eqs_ A.2.5

,md A2.7 are comhined by uSC ofrhis definition of mole ji-aclions.



Lxi=Lyi= 1.0

Oe,

2:(yi-xi)=O

Therefore, combining Eqs. A.2.5 and A.2.7 give

"(' ')_'" ,;(1(j_1) _",v)_o
1..-Yl-Xl -1..-{([';!_1~)">-'\;:-, (A.2.8)

Jt is often called the Rachford and Rice equation, which is implicit in VIF. To solve it, K

values lTIust be known. As K ~alues arc phase-composition dependent and phase

compositions are unknown in flash calculations, this imposes a second level of implicitness in

Eq . .11..2.8.Therefore, solution ofEq. A.2.S is computer intensive.

The procedure requires that these variables be knu",n:

I. Number of components, n.

2. Molc fraction of each component in the reed mixture, z,.

3. Equilibrium ~on~lant tor each component, K;.

4. A first guess for the mole ratio, (~)j, where the subscriptj refers to the iteration step

coun!.

Given at first guess, t,)r in~tanee 0.5 for (;)j, an impruved value of (~) can be estimated rrom

v v ~ v
(F")j+1 = (FJi - (f\.,)j)/(f(?j) (A.2.9)

Where the derivative, F (;.), is ubtained hy differentiating Eq . .11..2.8with respect

,'0-,
F'(')'~-'" ~I(:K'-!)'J

FJ 1..-((Ki.')(!'.)I+lf,
Convergence is achieved when, ,

ABS {((,)j+ I - (;:)DJ < 1.0 x 10-6

(A.2.10)

(.11..2.11)

Once convergence is obtained for ~, the composition of each phase can be determine<ltrom

Et].
. T1.+T2

A.2.5 and enher T",=(-,-) or A.2.7.

The pre~i(lus procedure requires values for Kat the pressure, temperature, and composition of

each phase.



A.31'low Pattern Prediction:

The starting point of the model is equilibrium strati tied flow. Assuming stratified flow to

occur, the flow variables; including the equilibrium liquid level in the pipe lor a given set uf

110wcondition~ (for example. pipe diameter, inclination angle and physical properties of the

phases) are determined. A stability analysis is then performed to determine whether Or not the

flow configuration is stable, If the flow is stable- stratified flow occurs. If the flow in

unstable. a change to non-stratified flow occurs, and the resulting flow pattern is determined.

rhis requires stability analysis. In this model a simplified Kelvin-Helmholtz stahility analysis

is applied. Taitel and Dukler extended this analysis to tile case of a stationary finite wave on

the gas-liquid interface in a pipc flow.

Extt.'11~ivestudies on DNo-phase f10\Vpattern transitions have been conducted since the early

1950's. Most of the initial work has been focused on horizontal or vertical '!luw. Inclined

flo\v ~tudie, have been initiated in the 1970's, leading to a complete understanding of Ilow

paltern tran,itions in the entire mnge of inclination angle. namely, from -90" to 90".

The mO.,>lcommon approach for (,,'o-phase flow pattern determination has been visual

observation of (he I]ow in a transparent pipe, Usually the data have been mapped on a two

dimensional plot and the boundaries bet\veen the different 110w patterns have been

detennined. In the initial studies, no physical basis has been suggested for the ~e1edion of

mapping coordinates. Therefore, the~e empirical maps are reliable only in the narrow range

of conditions under the data have been acquired, and exten~ion for other 110wconditions is

uncertain. Also, different flow pattern classifications and definitions have been suggested by

the various inve~tiga(or~, re~ulting a poor agreement between their proposed maps.

Since vi~ual observations are often subjective and difficult, especially at high now rales,

elrons have been devoted to developing flow pattern detection techniques, which arc

objective and can also be used in opaque pipes. Many such devices have been suggested,

including hot wire anemometry, x-ray, pressure transducers and condudance prubes. All

efforts done in this approach have resulted in partial success, since no single teclmique is able

to di~tinguish between all the flow pattcrnsunder different flow conditions conlidently.

llegilUling at the mid 1970, analytical models for flow pattern prediction, based Ull the

physical phenomena, have been reported. The main advantage of these models is that they

can be extrapolated with more confidence to conditions for which no data arc available. Also,

they provide phy~ical insight and increase the understanding of the now !rJrlSilion

phenomena.

••••



Equilibrium Stratified Flow

Equilibrium stratified flow confib'Uration is shown schematically In Figurc A.3.1. The

pipeline is inclined at (l inclination anglc from thc horizontal, and the ga~ and (he liquid

average velocities are V(;and VL,re~peetivcly. Also shown is a cross ~ectionul ureu ofthc pipe

with the geometrical parameters. The urea for flow mId welted perimeter ofthc gas and liquid

phases arc A" and 5c. mId AL and SL, respectively. The interface length is 51, and the liquid

Ievd (undcr equilibrium conditions) i~ hI..

The objective of this part ofthc model is to del~J1l1inethe equilibrium level in the pipc, hl,

for a given set of now conditions, namely the gus and liquid flow nltes, pipe diameter and

inclination angle and (he physical properties of (he phascs. Applying momentum balances on

th~ gas carries this out and thc liquid pha8es in a differential control volume with II axial

length of il.L, as shown in the l'ib'Ure A.3.1.

Figure 1\.3,2 is an expanslOn of the control volume, wh~re thc two phases ure shown

separated from each other, and the forces acting on each of the phases are indieatcd. For

steady-state flow, neglecting the rate or change of momentum across the control volume, the

momentum halances are reduced to force balances,

The momentum (for~e) balances for thc liquid and gas phases lire given, respe~lively. by

-AI. L:~]L- '\\'1. S'-+ '1 S1- pL ALg sinO= 0 (A.3.!)

,"

Figure A.3.t: Equilibrium Stratified flow.

•



-Au ~~]o-Tv.",Su- tl S] - PoAu g sine = () (A3.2)

Eliminating the pressure gradient from Eq. A3,1 and Eq. A3.2, the combined momentum

equation for the two phases is obtaincd, as lollo\\is,
SG n '1 .two (-) - 1:"" (-)+ t] SI [(-)+(-)}- (PI - Pc) g smO = 0A~ A( AL A~ (A3.3)

The combined momentum cquation is an implicit equation for hI., the liquid level in the pipe.

It combines all the I(m;es that act on the liquid and gas phases, which in turns determine the

location of thc JiquiJ kvel in the pipe. In order to solve the equation for hL, it is necessary to '

detemline the different geometrical and force variablcs in the equation, The calculation ofthc

forecs in the equation is curried om utilizing single-phase 1low method based on the hydraulic

diametcr concept. The respective hydraCllie diameters of the liquid and gas phases are given

by

d,.' (.:l) lind de' ( ••c )
~L 'S~+SI (A3.4)

The Reynolds numbers and the friction factors (for a smooth pipe) of each of the phases are,

(A3.5)

Where C[ = c" = 16 and III= III= I for laminar flow, e" = C{j = 0.046 and m = n = 0.2 for

lurbulent flow.

The wall ~hear stresses corresponding to each phao;eare

c (PG.-c')
"WO= LG -,- (A3,6)

The interfacial shear stress is given, by definition, as

_[ {PG('..c_VI)')'1- J _ (AU)

In this model it is assumed that f] = fo , namely, a smooth interface exits. In addition the

interface velocity is neglected, i.e., va» VI,With these approximations the interfacial shear

stre,s is equal to the gas-phase wall shear stres~.

Sub,tilution of Eq. A3.4 through F.q. A.3.7 into F.q. A3.3 enables the ddennination or the

liquid level in the pipe. However, the !inal sol111ionfor hI. is presented in a dimensionless

form. All the variable~ can he wriUcn in non-dimcnsional form by

area and V,L and '~(j for the liquid and gas velocities, respectively. The dimensionless

\'ariablcs arc designated by a tilde(-), as [ol1o'-'s,

(A3.8)



P+ t!P

Figure A.3.2: Equilibrium Stratified Flow Gas and Liquid Momentum Balauce •.

Rearranging Eq. A.3.3 yiclds

('V'-L 5'_) _{( sc)+(.£ )+ (")} + {(~L- ~c~cr.r.9 )~O (A.3.3)'
,Wi;At AC A:.IC T,

Substituting the dimen:;ionle~s parameter, into Eq. (A.3.3l results in the dimensionless form

of the combined momentum equation, llllmely,

(A.3.9)

T""o dimen~ionless groups emerged from the analysis, namely, X, the Lockhart and

Martinrl1i parameter and Y, an inclination angle parameter, given by

•

_(-~"I~~)S~
(_dP/dl)S(";

(A.3.10)



(A.3.B)

y_ {(~L-~"ll<!n~}

('~~) {(OG:~G ~ _",}(.G :W)

= {(pL - pG) g ,,~a)
(-<:lpjdL}SC (A.3,ll)

All the dimensionless variables in Eq. A.3. 9 arc uniq lIe rlInctions of the dimensionless liquid

level,

fiL~he Tlm~ it i~ proved that•
liT.= f(X, Y) (A.3.12)

The functional relationships between the tilde dimensionless variables and hLare b>lvenbelow

in Eq. A3.13 (refer to Figure A3.3), as follows,

AL=O.25[n - cos.1 (2fiL- 1) + (2fiL- I) ,i {1 - (2fi" _ I )l)J

Au= O.25[cos.1 (2hL - I) - (2hL - 1) 'I' {I - (2h, - 1/J]
SL= n - cos'] (2hL- 1)

S(i= cos' (2h, - - I)

S]= ,i {l - (2hL _ 1)2

v].= (Ap/ALl
va= (Ap/Au)

'"r- ",-.,.
..- ----

,., "

d"

Figure A.3.3: Geometrical parameters for .~tratified flow.

A plot of ilL as a function of X and Y is given in Figure 4. This is an cxample of similarity

analysis through basic equations. The dimensioolcss groups controlling thc phenomena have

been obtained bascd on the proposed model. The gellerali~.ed ehart should be applicable to all
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flow ~onditions, for horizontal and slightly inclined flow, subject to model assumptions.

There are fOllrpossible solutions, depending upon the gas and liquid phases being in laminar

and' or rnrblllent flow, X and Y can be determined from the inlet !low conditions. Then

depending upon the flow conditions of the gas and liquid phases the liquid level can be

determined from the chart. The solution Can be abo obtained by solving either Eq. A.3.3 or

Eq. A.3.9,

A.4Prc~~urcCal~ull\tion:

Many pipeline equations have been developed from the basic mechanical energy

balance (Eq.A.3.13):

dp + (~) dv1 + (.!-)pdz + pdlw= 0
21e 10

Assuming horizontal, steady-slate, adiabatic, isothennal now of gas, with

negligihle kinetic. energy change, Eq. A.4.l becomes:

dp+pdlw=O

Frictional losses for a length dL of pipe are given by (Eq. A.4.1):

Substituting ror rrietional losses:

f~"'dp + <:, ;cdl dL ~ 0

Suhstitming for gas density p= ::r

. ZTp"" 4
and gas VelOCItyv = q" {(pTE" ) (n d')}

it is obtained that

_d = (-"--) ( -PM)(lOq"'.'~~T~"II";')
P '&orl zn~ T",,'~'TI'cl'

or,

(A.4,1)

-{(')dp=~!>lT~",,'~,e'J dL (A.4.2)
Z IIffrl'=<T..,'

Here T i, constant (or, independent of length) since isothermal flow is assumed. Otherwise,

an average lemperatme, TO', is commonly used instead ofT in the previous relationship. The

two types of averages used are the arithmetic average,

(A.4.3)



And the log-mean average.

T ~ (T1_TI)
'v !n(h(I"2) (A.4.4)

In practice, hoth these average~ are quite closc since temperaturc TI and T:! are used as

absolute temperatures. Using an averagc temperature is practically expedient, hecause an

'lilalytical descriptiol] of the ,,<triation of tempe",turc along the pipeline lel][,'1h is rather

diJlicult and introduce., some complexity_ The gas eompre~sibility fador, Z, is made

independent of temperature and pressure hy using an average compressibility factor, Z,v, for

simplicity, lnte!"fating over the pipe length from 0 to L and pre~sure PI (at L = 0, at the

upstream) to P2(at L = L, althe down,lream end), Eq, A.4.2 become~:

~{(p1'- ~1') }= [{ (~J(~~~7)"5"~) (q><'nz•.•'T!\.)
Z (Rn.~,) 1'0<- d'

(A.4.5)m, 2_ Rg' (TO<' ,.([pl' -p2'ld'1)
q" -("~_%'4)"",,)l" (nZ"'TIL)

any consistent set of units Can be used in Eq. A.4.1. In common units, with q" in MCSFD, p

in psia, T in OR,d in inch, L in ft, and with R = 10,732 psia ftJ/lb mole ORand g, = 32.171bm

ftllbr_~ec2,Eq. A.4.5 becomes:

"', (A.4.6)

where q" = gas flow rate measured at standard conditions, MSCFO

p" = pres,me at standard conditions, p~ia

T" ~ temperature at standard conditions, "R

PI = upstream pressure, psia

PI = dO\',11strcampressure, p,ia

d = diameter of the pipe, it

h= ga~ gravity (air = I ba~is)

T = flowing temperature, OR

Z,v ~ average gas compressibility factor

f= Moody (riction factor

L =Length ofthc pipe, ft

Eq. A.4.6. Attributcd to Weymouth, is thc general equation for steally ~tate isothermal flow

of gas through a horizontal pipe.



Appendix B

TABLES
Table lJ.1: (a) Physical Properties for segment 2 (Bangura-BKll).

Date Oil viscosity, G" Gas \'iseosity,
'P Density, 'Pm'

01.02.08 2.132 92.966 0.01369
03.02.08 2,1745 88.2726 0.01346
05.02,08 2.1592 93.5017 0.0137
06.02,08 2.2142 93.3 0.01366
07.02.08 2.1838 94.102 0.0129
08.02.08 2.2161 92,818 0.0137
09.02.08 2.0729 93.482 0.0137
10.02.08 2.07366 92.609 0.0137
J 1.02.08 2.14263 96.1305 0.01383
12.02.08 2.1643 93.173 0.01308
13.02.08 2.16975 94.3813 0.013746
14.01.08 2.1664 95.2327 0.013777
15,02.08 2.1364 94.86934 0.0137798
17,02.08 2.135128 94.1328 0.013747
18,02.08 2.10604 96.8229 0.01388
19.02.08 2.1558 94.4832 0,01375
20,02.08 2.10787 94.6766 0,01379
21.02.08 2.13615 93.43 0.013718

Tahle B.1: (h) Physical Properties for segment 3 (BKll-Demra).

Date Oil viscosity, Gns Densitv, Gas viscosity,, K"/mJ • '"01.02.08 2.52 71.288 0.01254
03.02.08 2,527 62.7 0.01228
05.02.08 2.51423 70.4389 0.012564
06.02.08 2,6076 71.884 0.0125711
07.02.08 2,6385 71.8148 0.012553
08.02.0R 2.74 71.07 0.0124
09.02.08 2.373 69.9446 0.(112623
10.02.08 2.64 71.09 0,0125
11.02.08 2.608 73.554 0.01263
12.02.08 2.5446 70.6466 0.012556
13.02.08 2,6113 72.18956 0.01258
14.02.08 2,6445 72.3164 0.01257
15.02.08 2.560R8 72.14438 0.0126044
17.02.08 2.52 70.10837 0.01255
18.02.08 2.43777 72.7427 0.01269



Date Oil viscosity, Gas Density, Gas viscosity,

'" KI!/mJ '"19.02.08 2.25R26 95,1453 0.01371
20.02.08 2.1852 94.6761 0.01374
21.02.08 2.532356 70.759 0.01256

Table 8.2: (a) Ashuganj Condensate calculatioo (!.IF =.007)

G"
:Flow
Ro" Gas Liq. Liquid

(~~C Ib Mole Liquid Liquid Volume Volume
Date FD Idav Ib Mole Mass re, liter'
01.02,08 3213(l0 9929(l7 6950.35 343903.546 5.48 155.2
103.02,08 170000 501736,9 3512.15 173781.591 2.77 78.4
05.02.08 295800 874988.4 6124.92 303061.004 4.83 136.7
06.02.08 323000 956524.3 6695.67 331301.77 5.28 149.5
07.02.08 317050 938904,1 6572.33 325198.843 5.18 146.7
08.02.08 316100 938503.1 6569.52 325059.939 5.18 ]46,7
09.02.08 277100 817831.1 5724.81 283263.993 4.51 127,8
10'<)2.08 309400 916249.6 6413.74 317352.222 5.05 143.2
11.02.08 321300 951490 6660.43 329558.077 5.25 148.7
12.02.08 306000 906180.9 6343.26 313864.835 5 141.6
13.02.08 317900 940361.1 65R2.52 325703.493 5.2 I 146.9
14.02.08 317050 936791.8 6557.54 324467.237 5.17 146.4
15.02.08 307700 909]65.3 6364.15 314898.498 5,018 142, I
17.02.08 283050 844885 5914.19 292634.376 4.66 132
18.02.08 290700 867719.7 6074.03R 300543.413 4.79 135,6
19.02.08 298350 88153R.7 6170.77 305329.759 4.86 137,8
20.02,08 295800 873022.1 6111.15 302379.96R 4.82 136.4
21.02.08 297500 880017.1 6160.12 304R02.734 4.85 137,5

Table 8.2: (b) Ashuganj Conl1ensate calculation (Z factor calculation).
S.G. G,1S = 0.57595, P, = 680.1564, T,= 345.9474

p P
T ("F)Date ~il? usia P, T, Z

01.02.08 777 791.7 513.6 1.163997 1.484619 0.85
03.02.08 819 833.7 513.6 1.225748 1.484619 0.89
05.02.08 790 804.7 513.6 1.18311 1.484619 0.8R8
06.02.08 786 800.7 513.6 1.177229 1.484619 (l.887
07.02.08 786 800.7 513.6 1.177229 1.484619 0.887
08.02.08 774 788.7 513.6 1.159586 1.4R4619 0.885
09.02.08 802 816.7 513.6 1.200753 1.484619 0.89
10.02.08 780 800.7 513.6 1.177229 1.484619 0.887
11.02.08 782 796.7 513.6 1.171348 1.484619 0.887
J 2.02.08 783 797.7 513.6 !.I728]9 1.484619 0.887



p P
T /oF,Date ,; Asia Pc Tc Z

13.02.0X 790 804.7 513.6 1.18311 1.484619 0.888
14.02.01; 796 810.7 513.6 1.191932 1.484619 0.889
15.02.08 798 812.7 513.6 1.194872 1.484619 0.889
17.02,08 802 816,7 513.6 1.200753 1.484619 0.88
18,02.08 805 819,7 513.6 1.205164 1.484619 0,88
19.01.08 797 811.7 513.6 1.193402 1.484619 0.889
lO.Ol.Og 803 817.7 513.6 1.202224 1.484619 0.89
21.02.08 790 804.7 513.6 1.18311 1.484619 0,888

Table B.2: (c) Condensate calculation using Cp (Date: 01102120(8).

MW, MWof Heat of Inll
Place (I~l\b- M~ condcn~~tion

Com"ositiun Mole% mol n*MW) BtufLb 'lltullb)
AGMS i-butane 0.10567 58 6.12886 -157.67 -16.66

n-bnlmlc 0.08757 58 5.07906 165.79 -14.52, enl<lne 0.03639 72 2.62008 -153.72 -5.59
n- tnlane 0.0189 86 1.6254 -144.08 2.72

100 0 -136,12 0
15.4534 -]9.5

Mcglma- i-butane 0.13 58 7.54 -157.68 -20,5
ghat II-butane 0.05 58 2.9 -165.79 -8.29

1- entane 0.04 72 2.88 -147.26 -5.89
n- entane 0.01 72 0.72 -153.72 -1.54
hexane 0.02 86 1.72 144.08 -2.88
he tane+ 0.04 100 4 136.12 -5.44

19.76 -44.5413
Dem,.,. i-butane 0.157 58 9.106 157.6735545 -24.7547

n.butane 0.082 58 4.756 -165.7896114 13.5947
Dcmra i- enrnne 0.044 72 3.168 -147.2595261 -6.47941

n. en!ane 0.028 72 2.016 -153.723109 -4.30424
hexane 0.047 86 4.042 -144.0793744 -6.77173
heptane+ 0.047 100 4.7 -136.1268436 -6.39796

27.788 -62.3028

Tablc B.2: (d) Ashuganj Condensate calculation using C~ (Date: 0110212008) contd.
Basis: 100 mol.

". total
Ibmolel ".

mass 11bl
density, volume, condensate,

~T"c CP~T Ibmole Ib mole Iblft' Litre Litre•
-0.5285 1505.32 -0.0262 -2.624 40,5467 8.473 135.5
0.4410 1508.496 0.0295 -2.9527 58.345 6.42 257.344
-0.625 1244.995 -0.05 -5.00426 139.058 7.1455 551.073 943.925



Tablc 8.2: (e) Condensate calculation by VfF method:

Datc AGMS, BKB, Dcmra, Total Total
Litre Litre Litre I (calculated) measured)

01.02.08 155.2 206.35 105.973 467.5247 800

Table B.3: (a) l<"lashcalculation fur Dcmra (K calculation).

a (iogP,- w,
P" 1.167)f(T, - (3n~T "P Ki=K,

Name T" R TH,R ,1m T.' ~,,\-, calc. " A"'methane 343.68 201.534 45.38 0.00344 -0.702 0.58 96.537 5.29
ethane 550.14 332.826 48,08 0.00236 0.662 0.04 2.193 3.02
TO ane 666.24 416.544 41,92 0.001824 -0.674 0.41 0.453 18
i butane 735.18 471.012 37.46 0,00154 .0.69 0.61 0.157 1.33
n-butane 765.78 491.388 36 0.001419 0.701 0.68 0.082 1.19
cntanc 846.06 542.382 33.25 0.001168 0.728 0.83 0.072 0.94
hcxane 972.96 557.178 27.D4 0,00064 0.847 0.66 0.047 0.91
hc tanc 1024.2 616.002 24.57 0.000547 0.855 0.70 0.047 0.79

Table 8.3: (h) Fla.~h cnlculation for Demrn (K calculation) contd.

(vi '""0.99
1" (\~name r,1 "It '+1 calc. X; calc.;.t~

methane 78.92717 -64.5296 2.218675 18.39911 97.32627
ethane 1.476565 -0.99418 0.731201 2.207766
~l\JF'ane 0.203334 -0.09127 0.2517 0.455033
i-hutane 0.039023 -0.0097 0.118367 0.15739
n-bulanc 0.013345 -0.00217 0.068789 0.082133
entane 0.00429 -0.00026 0.076248 0.071957
hcxane -0.00444 -0.00042 0.051397 0.046956
hc tanc -O.Oll92 -0.00303 diff 0.058806 0.046881

1.228675 " 19.75 , 100.4

Table 8.3: (c) Flash ca1cul:dion for Demra (K calculation, contd.)

Fugacity
fk;CfK;Al_l)lname Z r l})i" cI>;L new k;=k,C

methane I 0.286 6.975 8,05E-05 0.000426 5.2897285 4.93038E-32
cthanc 0.279 6.650 0,003385 0.01022 3.01936843 4.93038E-32
propane 0.276 6.516 0,016092 0.029091 1.80784285 4.93038E 32
i-butane 0.274 6.428 0,045895 0.061025 1.32967666 0
n-butanc 0.282 6.787 0,092858 0.110872 1.19399559 0
cntanc 0,27 6.256 0,097695 0.092197 0.94371918 0
hexane 0.266 6.088 0.1457 0.13311 0.91358795 1.2326E-32
he 1tune 0.261 5.885 0.141061 0.112456 0.79721645 1.2326E-32

~ 1.7256E-31



Tahle 8.4: (a) Pressure calculation using Weymouth Equation. (Date: 02/0212008)
S.G. =0.57595, Z" = 0.889, P" = 14.7 p~ia, T",,= 520 R, smooth pipe is considered.

s,' p.,
m. Og, P"psia pSla
"t mmscf P" Dia., L, f(from (calcul

(m~~~d I psie: I in T, "c km R. enrve) at"d) nred APRE
1 294.95 805 30 14.903 40 9396816.6 0.0128 795.0 814.7 2.47
2 70,06 800 30 16.472 I 18.5 2234579 0.01 814.2 787.7 3.254
3 168.71 773 20 16.472 64 8071898.5 0.012 685.4 539.7 21.26

Table B.4: (b) Pressure calculation usin~ Panhandle A Equation. (Date: 0110212(08)
S.G. =0.57595, Z., = 0.889, P" = 14.7 psia, T,,= 520 R, Gas visco sit)' = 0.0110125 cpo

P2, psia
p2,psia (from

Qsc, P" Dia, (calcllia daily
Se!!D1cnt mmscftl I psi\! inch T,"C L, km ted) report) APRE

1 321.3 777 30 14.9039 40 J007.44 784.7 22.1096
2 70.08 770 30 16.4723 18.5 746.673 752.7 5JI92114
3 210.031 m 20 16.4723 64 2699.111 474.7 70.935

Table B.4: (c) Pressure calculation using Panhandle B "qualion. (Date: 01102/2008)
S.G. =0.57595, z., =0 .889, P" = 14.7 psia, T,,= 520 R, (ias viscosity = 0.0110125 cp
Smooth pipe is con~idcred for Re calculation.

Scg Q,,, P"psia P2, psia
men mmscf P" Dia. T, L, (Cal~~la (m~;~nr

t d osi" inch "c km R. "0 ,0 APRE
1 321.3 777 30 14.9 40 10236301.7 791.7 784.7 0.884
2 70.08 770 30 16.4 185 2232679.81 784.7 752.7 I.12E 10
" 210.03,

1 738 20 16.4 64 10037071.3 752.7 474.7 4.25

Kate: This equation gave close result to Daily Production Report.



Table B.4: (d) Pressure calculation using iteration. (Datc; 0110212008)
V" and V"" calculation for segment 1 (Diameter = 28.874 inch)
Qr = 1.05303 m'ts, w, insitu = 835.054957 kg/s, Gas Dcnsity = 127.8384833 k~mJ,
Liquid Dell.~it~= 793 kg/m', Pill = 777 psig, Pipe Length, L = 131233.6 ft,
AL=Vn= 131233.6/1 ft = 131233.6 ft, Flow = 321.3 MMSCFD

Gas flow, liq. Flow,
P "'{G) in"itu \Vg, in,itu in"itu

No usia P, "usia (m3/s) II. s (m3/,) V,I,m/, []G,m3/.~ V,m/s
I 529.23 660.46 2.32 296.55 0.0232 0.04027 2.29 3.987
] O.OO(J125 OJ)160063 1.2510-06 2.1710-06 0.00012 0.00021
3 589.06 690.38 2.212 283,705 0.022192 0.03852 2,197 3.814
4 2293795 11469373.9 0.0001336 0.01707 1.3410-06 2.32E-06 0.000132 0.00022~
5 575.503 683.6015 2.24125 286.518 0.022412 0,0389 2.21884 3.852
6 2327112 11635957.9 0.00013i7 0.01684 1.32E-06 2.28F-06 0.00013 O.OOO22E
7 578.6 685.15 2,2362 285.87 0.022362 0.03882 2.214 3.8433
8 2319429 11597542.4 0.000132 0.0169 1.32E-06 2.29E-06 0.00013 0.000221
9 577.9 684.8 2.2374 286.016 0.022373 0,03884 2.214954 3.845

l!2.- 2321162 11606206.4 0.OOOl32 0,01688 1.32E-06 2.29E-06 0.00013 O.OO022f

Table Jl.4: (e) Pressure calculation using iteration. (Date: Olf0212008) eontd.
(dp/dl)" , (dp/dl),g and dpldl f calculation for segment 1
QL = 1.05303 Ollis, WI in~itu = 835.054957 kg/s, Gas Density = 127.8384833 kglmJ

Liquid Density = 793 kglm3

,
•

'"
"tio (dp/dl),

dnldl" Res" Re~.r' F, [dpld!)" £ X H, <1>, 7
sialft sialft sial

1 12.496 23900 1.28 4.49 0.00612 33.94 0.3637 0.13 41.55 186.5
2 0.0006 I 1.29 23721 0,00024 12.4028 0.0002 1.10027 0.2418 6.37 0.001
3 11.955 22865 1.338 4.29606 0.00617 31.339 0.37024 0.1314 40.7 174.8
4 0.0007 1.376 22233 0.00025 11.625 0,0002 1.1Don 0.2418 6.37 0.001
5 12.073 23091 1.325 4.33866 0,00616 31.901 0.36878 0.131 40.9 177.4
6 0.0007 1.356 22556 0.00025 11.794 0.0002 1.10021 0.2418 6.37 0.001
7 12,046 23040 1.328 4.32885 0.0061 31.77 0.36911 0.131 40.84 176.8
8 0,0007 1.361 22482 0.00025 11.755 0.0002 1.10021 0.2418 6.37 0.001
9 12.052 23051 1.327 4.33106 0.0061 31.8 0.36904 0.131 40.85 176.

10 0.0007 1.36 22499 0,00025 11.763 0.0002 1.10021 0,2418 637 0.001
1 1 12.496 23900 1.28 4.49063 0.0061 33.94 0.36374 0.13 41.54 186.5



Appendix C
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Figure C.I: Chromatographic Gas Analysis of AGMS.
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Figure C.2: Chromatographic Gas Analysis of AES-Mcghnaghat Power Plant.
(It is taken as BKB chromatographic !l:asanalysis)
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Figure C.3: Chromatographic Gas Analysi5 ofOemra CGS.



RPGCL Condensate Analysis
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Figure C.4: Chromatogra[lhi~ Condensate Anal)'sis of RPGCL.
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